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complete your BMW.

Wunderlich 
OffRoad Catalogue 2010/2011

We have summarised our GS competence 

in a 570 page OffRoad catalogue!

Exclusively for:  

F 650 GS/ Dakar, 

F 650/800 GS (Twin),  

R 850/1100/1150 GS/ Adventure, 

R 1200 GS/Adventure and HP2.

Language versions available: 

English, Italian, French and Spanish.

Ask your official Wunderlich dealer for a 

printed copy, or download from  

www.wunderlich.de/update

Imprint
Copyright by Wunderlich GmbH. Reproduction, printing or use of any material from this catalogue is not permitted unless authorised by the Wunderlich GmbH. Photos: Till Kohlmey, Michael Engel-
ke, Gerhard Rudolf „Buenos Dias“, Felix von Canstein „Pro-Photo“, Erich Wunderlich, Oliver Lohner. Furthermore, we would also like to thank all people who have given us permission to use their 
pictures.

Start here. All the essential information: www.wunderlich.de/update

Find an Official Wunderlich Dealer in your country

Download up-to-date and new catalogue sections, corrections and brand 
new parts that are not included in the printed catalogues!

www.wunderlich.de/manuals: Download fitting instructions in 
English/Italian/German/Spanish/French

International Internet Presence

The Wunderlich website has been recently upgraded 
and modernised. For our export customers the inter-
national section offers a lot of useful information. 

Enter the international website through   
www.wunderlich.de/update and from there it is easy 
to navigate to all the various information and download 
sections:

The Content:

•  Catalogues: Download all the current international catalogue 
sections, as well as new sections of bike models bikes not 
included in our printed catalogues. Includes all the model 
sections, accessories for all bikes, touring reports and special 
promotions. Available are English, Italian, Spanish and French 
catalogue sections.

•  Instructions / manuals: Download fitting instructions in Eng-
lish and colour. The list is constantly upgraded.

•  Press releases and news: All the latest press releases and 
product news from Wunderlich. 

•  Wunderlich Bikes: Download PDF’s of Wunderlich bikes, con-
versions and show bike specials.

•  Dealers: Find an official Wunderlich dealer in your country. 
Our dealers will provide you with parts and information, and 
will help you with inquiries and customer service in your lan-
guage.

•  New parts: Download information about new parts that are 
not included in the printed catalogues.

The international internet pages are updated on a daily 
basis. New content is added, more catalogue sections 
are translated into languages, newly developed parts 
are published and presented before they are included 
in the printed catalogues, and more instructions in 
English and other languages are added.

www.wunderlich.de/update



Editorial

Dear motorcycle fans,  

This year, an exciting anniversary awaits us. A whole 

quarter century has now passed since we at Wunder-

lich came up with our first products and ideas. This 

means that you, our customers, have since 1985 been 

turning common-or-garden two-wheelers into highly 

personalised motorcycles. With our commitment and 

enthusiasm we were then - and still remain - at the 

cutting edge of the blue-and-white brand‘s accesso-

ries market.

We have often been copied, which is something we are proud of. You know you‘ve 

got a good product when everyone else wants to cash in on it too. But we are the 

original. This applies just as much to our team, members of which are not infre-

quently courted by our competitors. Happily, however, our capable staff members, 

the nucleus of our success, have stayed loyal to the team. This includes some who 

were there right at the start, such as departmental managers Peter Hoppe, Ingrid 

Ulrich and Peter Decker. Alexander de la Motte, deputy managing director, has also 

been with us for more than 15 years. We are really proud of the stability of our team, 

of the large number of trainees who come to us, and of the fact that we can offer so 

many of them a job at the end of their training.

The On Road Catalogue that you are now holding offers you an enormous 

range of high-quality, practical and attractive accessories. You too can use 

them to turn your BMW into a perfect machine to reflect your individuality. 

 
We also owe our success to the fact that you appre-

ciate our products. Considerably more than 30,000 

participants followed the call to choose their Best 

Brand of 2010, using their votes to give Wunderlich 

first place in the Customising category. We are proud and delighted to have re-

ceived this accolade in our anniversary year: we would like to offer those who voted 

for us a resounding thank-you and to assure you that we see this vote both as a 

confirmation of what we have done so far and as encouragement to do even better 

in the future.

We have been living for motorcycles for 25 years. My team and I will be delighted if 

you, our customers, will join us in doing the same in the future.

Erich Wunderlich

Important comment: The parts sold by us are road legal and approved for use in 
Germany/Europe. Please make sure that they are road legal in your country - your 
Wunderlich dealer will be happy to provide you with information. 

Just one quick closing remark: We are of course delighted that so many of our 
customers are lady bikers. We would appeal to you particularly not to take offence at 
the fact that most of the texts in our catalogue have for the sake of simplicity been 
written from a male perspective, even though many of our products have been de-
veloped in response to wishes expressed by our female bike-riding staff members.
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jet of plastic to create three-dimensional forms). Two 
CNC machining centres are also available. The test 
sample is then given the first of its final polishes by 
being adapted to the vehicle. 

The real test, of course, takes place in practice. The 
components are tested, placed under load, checked 
and evaluated again and again until they reach their 
utmost limits of tolerance. Whether on the racetrack 
or in the course of extensive and thorough trials in all 
four corners of the world, each and every part has 
to prove its worth under extreme conditions. Some 
products may also be withdrawn and chucked away 
at this stage of the development process - which is of 
course what it is for.

Once all the hurdles mentioned so far have been 
cleared - and the bar is set very high - what follows 
is the secret fear of some bikers: the TÜV (technical 
certification) test. Thanks to our high product and 
quality standards, dialogue with the TÜV Rheinland 
organisation is no problem whatever. It‘s not for noth-
ing that Wunderlich was one of the very first firms in 
the motorcycling sector to be certified according to 
the DIN/EN/ISO 9001:2001 standard, which meets 
the standards of the German Federal Office for Motor 
Traffic (KBA). The processes that are precisely defined 
and supervised by this standard provide the guaran-
tee that all safety-relevant regulations and provisions 
are fully observed. It goes without saying, of course, 
that the testers go into the most minute detail in the 
course of their rigorous tests and checks.

Finally the product is finished and approved for road 
use. It is not unusual for this period from the very first 
idea to final approval to last five to six months; in the 
case of new technologies the wait can be as long as 
three years. It is completely in line with our intentions 
that not every product makes it into mass production. 
„We have to allocate a certain share of our budget to 
the promotion of innovative products which can then 
provide impetus or serve as prototypes in a quest to 
push the limits of the possible,“ explains company 
boss Erich Wunderlich. As an example of this he cites 
the costly and labour-intensive development of a 
road-legal natural gas conversion for motorcycles. 
Although this never made it into mass production, 
the project nonetheless generated huge amounts of 
valuable experience for the whole development team 
and was a real boost to technical progress. „One of a 
whole lot of developments that were gratefully seized 
on by the competition and passed off as their own,“ 
observes the head of R & D, Frank Tholey, with a wry 
glint in his eye.

The vast majority of the products that make it through 
to mass production is, of course, meant for the cus-
tomer. So the next step is production. At Wunderlich 
we do initial and small production runs. For large 
production runs the company works with various dif-
ferent, appropriately qualified cooperation partners. 
High quality standards are just as important here as 
they would be in house. Nothing is done on the cheap 
- there is nothing but the best of rigorously monitored 
German manufacturing. Wunderlich‘s partner firms 
are mostly located in the same region as we are. Close 
cooperation, regular consultation and regular monitor-
ing are the rule rather than the exception. This means 
security for both parties - to the ultimate benefit of 
you, the customer.

You might be forgiven for thinking that manufacture 
brings a product‘s development cycle to a close. This 
is almost the case. It would be the end of the story if 
it weren‘t for the small matter of fitting or user instruc-
tions. Thomas Schumann, workshop foreman and 
head of the test workshop: „We take great care over 
this point - after all, we know how annoying it can be 
to be confronted with inaccurate or over-complicated 
instructions. In fact, we take just as much care in the 
creation of usable and user-friendly descriptions for 
use by the layman as we do in product development. 
And if even that isn‘t good enough, our phone support 
people are on hand to give further help.“

 It must by now have become clear just how much 
effort and expenditure goes into the development 
of our products for our customers. High quality, fair 
value for money and, above all, the highest possible 
degree of safety are all values which come to the fore 
at Wunderlich.

Hundreds of the high-quality in-house products listed 

in our catalogue have been adopted as a matter of 

course by BMW riders. Just how much time and 

expense goes into the development of every indi-

vidual part is something that does not normally come 

to light.

Our technicians, engineers and developers meet at 
least once a week in a roundtable session. In these 
sessions, furious thinking takes place, and ideas 
come up. These are put through their paces on the 
metaphorical test bed - to be consigned to the bin, 
discussed, played with, or worked out in greater 
detail.  When these development meetings take place 

at Wunderlich, the creativity knows no bounds.  Erich 
Wunderlich sees his team as a forge for hammering 
out ideas. Most of the ideas on new, innovative prod-
ucts come up in-house or are developed in collabora-
tion with selected partner companies.

If the meeting approves of an idea, the following ques-
tions are asked: Does the product have any chance 
on the market? Is there already something out there 
like it? What does the marketing department think 
of it? And finally, can it even be done? If a decision 
is made to take it further, the new product makes 
the first step from theory to practice in the form of 
a preliminary drawing. If the part in question is to be 
turned, machined or made of formed sheet metal, the 
next step is to create a 3D CAD drawing which forms 
the basis of a first prototype to be made in one of 
the firm‘s two in-house machining centres or in the 
prototype workshop. Meticulous hand work leads to 
the creation of a model which is usually subjected to 
initial testing procedures.

If the idea in question is for a complex 3D product, a 
volume model made out of easily malleable material, 
such as Claytone (a kind of modelling clay), is created 
to work out aspects of design, form and function.

It is at this point that Wunderlich‘s ultra-modern 
research and development institutions get involved: 
The completed model is scanned using a modern 3-D 
laser scanner, and the surface, form and dimensions 
are imported into the CAD system with a high degree 
of precision. A so-called Rapid Prototyping printer 
is now used to create the actual prototype itself out 
of the 3-D functional model using a plastics printing 
procedure (similar to a LaserJet, this however uses a 

Research and Development
at Wunderlich

Wunderlich - machining centre with automated tool change allows for the fully automatic, round-the-
clock creation of complex forms

First concept drawings of a new hand protector On the basis of the drawing, a raw component is 
made using Claytone

The Claytone model is recorded by laser scan The scan is used to generate a 3D drawing

High-tech from start to finish: We use our 3D printer to create the first prototype out of ABS plastic 
over night

Test fitting of the printed prototype Test workshop for the test fittings, tests etc.
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25 Wunderlich Years
25 years of functional products for the perfect,  
individual motorcycle

We extend our thanks to all our customers 
and business partners. In 2010 we shall 
be celebrating our 25th anniversary. For a 
quarter of a century the name of Wunder-
lich has been inseparably connected with 
the Yamaha and BMW brands.

The story of Wunderlich GmbH began in 
Erich Wunderlich‘s parents‘ garage.

An 8-page, manually typed catalogue was 
produced presenting the first products 
such as the innovative direct lubrication 
system for the overhead camshaft.

After two years the garage became too 
small, and we moved into a warehouse 
at the station in Ahrweiler. The products 
ranged from chassis optimisation kit to 
performance enhancement, and, in 1988, 
our present-day production manager, Pe-
ter Hoppe, became our first employee.

The path we had chosen had long since 
proved to be the right one, and our sec-
ond relocation into an idyllic old vineyard 
with more than 1000 m22 of warehousing 
space became essential as early as 1989. 
The purchase of an R 100 GS marked the 
start of our love affair with BMW, and our 
first trade show appearance at the IFMA 
in Cologne in 1991 caused something of a 
splash. Just one year later, our catalogue 
was extended to a print run of 5,000, 
with 67 pages covering more than 200 

products. Four years further on, the cata-
logue‘s print run had reached 20,000, and 
Wunderlich decided to focus exclusively 
on BMW.

Things went on happening fast. The work-
force grew continuously, and another 
move - not to be our last - took place to 
our first fully-owned premises in Boden-
dorf. Since 2004 we have been in Sinzig, 
where 3 buildings provide enough space 
for all our departments, from administra-
tion to R & D and warehousing.

„25 years“ may just trip off the tongue, but 
the fact is that our youngest employees 
weren‘t even born then; a quick look back 
confirms that it has been a long time. 
1985  At 17, Boris Becker becomes the 
first German to win Wimbledon.
Erich Wunderlich sets up the company at 
the parental home in Ahrweiler. The first 
catalogue appears: 8 pages in size, typed 
on the typewriter of Alberto, Wunderlich 
senior. Focal point of the catalogue: As the 
young Wunderlich was a fan of muscular 
torque, it of course had to be the legendary 
one-lungers from Yamaha: the XT and the 
SR 500.

1986 The Soviet Union launches the core 
module of the space station „Mir“ into or-
bit.
Development of a direct lubrication system 

for the single cylinder‘s overhead cam-

shaft. The first production run exceeds the 

budget by many multiples. The first advert 

is run to great acclaim in „Tourenfahrer“ 

(German motorcycle magazine).

1987 The USA starts to create the GPS 

network.

Things get too tight in the parental home, 

and the first move becomes necessary. An 

office with attached warehouse is hired at 

Ahrweiler station at a peppercorn rent. The 

product spectrum ranges from chassis 

improvements right up to expensive and 

complex performance enhancements.

1988 George Bush senior is elected presi-

dent of the USA.

 Development, customer services and 

sales become too much for one person 

to manage. The first employee is hired. 

He is Peter Hoppe, present-day produc-

tion manager and one of the pillars of the 

company.

1989  Fall of the Berlin Wall.

The old warehouse is bursting at the 

seams. The firm moves into an idyllic old 

vineyard in Ahrweiler with more than 1000 
m2 of warehousing space. The first BMW 
appears in the company fleet. It is an R 
100 GS.

1990 The leaning tower of Pisa is closed to 
the public for safety reasons.
The youngest of Wunderlich‘s current em-
ployees is born. The break with the Yama-
ha motorcycle brand is on the horizon.

1991 „Ötzi“, a glacier mummy of more than 
5,000 years in age, is found in the border 
region between North and South Tyrol.
The first appearance at the IFMA trade 
show in Cologne. Wunderlich presents 
the first converted R 100 GS with double 
headlights, double rear lights and many 
other refinements.

1992 The XXV summer Olympic Games 
take place in Barcelona.
The first independent BMW accessories 
catalogue is published. At 67 pages in 
length, it covers a range of more than 200 
accessories and has a print run of 5,000 
copies.

1993 Boris Yeltsin wins the first democratic 
elections to be held in Russia.
The R 1100 GS is introduced: a milestone 
in the history of the BMW model and con-
firmation that the firm has placed its trust 
in the right brand.

1994 Sony introduces the first Playstation 
in Japan.
This is the year of the new R 1100 GS, 
which also finally catalyses the firm‘s com-
plete switch of focus to the BMW brand.

1995 Jacques Chirac is elected president 
of France.
The success of Munich‘s finest assures 
continuous growth at Wunderlich. On 
average, more than 50 parcels of acces-
sories leave the firm‘s premises each day.

1996 The XXVI summer Olympic Games 
take place in Atlanta/USA.
Development of the ERGO seat benches 
and touring screens.

1997 The Labour Party under Tony Blair 

wins the British General Election.
The number of employees has risen to 12. 
5 of these are responsible full-time for cus-
tomer service: in person and on the phone.

1998 A 3-0 win over Brazil wins the French 
football team the World cup in Paris.
A catalogue is now produced annually with 
a year-on-year increase in the number of 
products. In-house developments form an 
increasingly important part of the product 
range. First appearance at the INTERMOT 
trade show in Munich.

1999 Johannes Rau is elected president of 
the Federal Republic of Germany.
Insufficient warehousing space, confined 
offices and a lack of customer parking 
forces the firm to move yet again: this time 
to Bodendorf.

2000 Michael Schumacher wins the For-
mula 1 Drivers‘ Championship for Ferrari.
Wunderlich becomes one of the first of the 
few firms in the motorcycling sector to be 
certified according to DIN/EN/ISO 9001, 
allowing the company to apply for TÜV 
certificates. Wunderlich is represented for 
the first time in its own right at the INTER-
MOT with a 65 m2 stand. This is a glittering 
success: Importers from all over the world 

almost have to fight for the rights to sell 
in their own countries what has become 
a very comprehensive range of BMW ac-
cessories.

2001  The Czech Republic wins the World 
Ice Hockey Championship, beating Finland 
in the final.
 Wunderlich GmbH becomes the first firm 
in the motorcycling sector to be certified 
according to DIN/EN/ISO 9001:2000, 
which meets the standards of the German 
Federal Office for Motor Traffic (KBA).

2002 _Introduction of the Euro.
The first office containers are erected on 
the site at Bad Bodendorf. The premises 
are once again close to capacity. The 
Yamaha business area is wound up to al-
low a complete focus on the development 
and testing of BMW products.

2003 Concorde flies from New York to 
Paris for the very last time.
Four large, white sea containers have now 
been put up on the Wunderlich site. The 
hottest summer in a century is great for 
motorcycle users; however, temperatures 
in the office containers occa-sionally top 
40° C. The first plans are laid for a new 
building in the industrial estate at Sinzig.

2004 The Greek football team under Otto 

Rehhagel wins the European Champion-

ship.

In January 2004 the firm moves into its new 

home on the Kranzweiherweg. Wunderlich 

lays on the first Open Day, which is cel-

ebrated by more than 1000 customers.

2005 Angela Merkel is elected chancellor 

of the Federal Republic of Germany.

Wunderlich celebrates its 20th anniversary 

and looks forward to the next 20 years!

2006 The football World Cup takes place 

in Germany.

Acquisitions include a 3D printer for Rapid 

Prototyping, a 3D laser scanner and a new 

CNC milling machine.

2007 Germany beats Poland to become 

world handball champion.

The „Classic“ catalogue, the 19th edition 

of the Wunderlich catalogue, is published. 

Nine new members of staff are taken on (R 

& D, marketing, sales, purchase, dispatch, 

accounts).

2008 Barack Obama is elected president 

of the USA.

 A new high rack warehouse with a capac-

ity for 524 pallets and a floor area of some 

600 m2 is built.

2009 Pilot Chesley B. Sullenberger avoids 

a disaster by ditching his plane in the Hud-

son River in New York.

The OnRoad catalogue, which comprises 

around 700 pages, is published with a print 

run of 40,000.

2010  2010 Wunderlich celebrates its 25th 

anniversary and offers its congratulations 

to Sarah Hughes, Tianna Madison, Lily 

Allen, Cristiano Ronaldo, Lewis Hamilton, 

Michael Phelps and all others born in 1985.

 This year, as a special gift, the readers 

of „Motorrad“ magazine vote us the Best 

Brand in the customising category.

1

3

2

The headquarter in 2009 with offices, shop and dispatch 
warehouse (1), the first completed section of the high rack 
warehouse (2) and the R & D department (3). On the right can 
be seen a part of our testing area and some of the outlying 
units (white garages), such as the motor power testing station 
and the  archive etc.

Erich Wunderlich (left) and Peter Hoppe (right) in 1994 in front of the firm‘s former 
premises in Ahrweiler.

First fully-owned company premises in Bad Bodendorf 1999
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A

Air filters + filter accessories   98   231 285 381 479 545, 561 599   698-699 754-755

Air Duct Cover + PowerInlet Kit                   650, 661    

Air intake duct covers           361            

Air pumps + compressors   56                    

Aluminium covers 10     214, 221   346 - 352 452 - 458
512, 528 

- 533
587 - 590 656 - 657 690 - 691 743 - 746

Aluminium rear shock adjuster       219 252 353 460 498 + 533 592   691  

Auxiliary headlights + accessories 21-23 75-77   232-233 268-269 385-387 434-436 516 578 634-635 703 728-729

B                        

Badges + Pins   153                    

Bags + rucksacks   150-152             575      

Batteries + battery accessories       234-235   382-383 480-489 562-563 600-601   700 753

Belly pans           361   540, 544 642-643      

Bike covers   87                    

Bolt sets + fixing equipment   116    220   366-367 467-469 550-551 593 657 695 748-749

Brake + clutch reservoir covers       206-207 262, 271 345-346, 365 450-451 536-537 585 637, 640 694 740-741

Brake caliper covers           365 466 538 583, 586 655 694 739

Brake caliper/fluid reservoir/cylinder protection       202 261, 262 336            

Brake discs + pads   60-63                    

Brake lever enlarger 30     196 252 318 425 507     675 724

Brake lever lock   113                    

Brake levers  (adjustable)       191-192 251 308 415, 465 499, 536   618, 655 676 720

Brake light switch bracket/protector             439          

Bulbs/lamps   70-73                    

C - D                        

Camshaft sprocket cover           347 455 531 591      

Camshafts           378 478 557        

Carbon + CS tank pads       217+220       544   644    

Carbon-fibre parts 10, 30, 32-38     216-217 273,276-277 325,356-363 462-464 542-549  
626-627, 
642-650

  747

Cardan shaft (final drive) covers 10         325, 359 438 543        

Care products   88-94                    

Centre stand + accessories       190 255         611    

Chain  kits + chain protectors + accessories 31     218, 237-239 265, 280-281              

“Clear-Protect” leg protectors             414          

Clothing   122-124, 126                    

Clutch   100                    

Clutch fluid reservoir cover           345-346, 365 450-451 536-537 585 637, 640 694 740-741

Clutch lever  (adjustable)       191-192 251 308 415 499, 536   618, 655 676 720

Clutch protector                   623, 626   747

Clutch reservoir protector           336            

Cockpit fairings + Cockpit + instrument surrounds       214 270 331 440, 460-461 520 585 630 687 746

Cooler protector / surround       204 264, 277 338, 358 444-445 523   624-625, 648 681 733-734

CruiseControl   128   213 253 309 423 507   615 675 725

Cylinder protectors + valve cover protectors 11         322-323 430-431 512-513        

Design elements (sticker and pad sets)       215 272 305       651-653    

Diagnostic equipment + Carbtune Synchroniser   112-113                    

E - F                        

“Earless” mirror conversion               535        

Electrics + charging devices   78-86                    

Engine protector plate                   628    

Exhaust Heat Shield carbon fibre 30                      

Exhaust systems + accessories      
225, 228 

- 229
282 369 - 373 471-474 553-555 595 649, 659-660 697 751-752

Fairing extensions / deflectors / flaps 18     189   302, 328-329 407, 414, 437  496  574  611 674  718

First aid sets   127                    

Foot protectors / leg protectors           329-330 414, 437         719

Footrests + footrest lowering kits       193-194   314-316 420-421, 424
504-505, 
508-509

  616-617 679 722

Fork springs + fork oil   45                    

Fork tube covers + fork protectors       217   336, 347            

Frame protectors           339           733

Fuel hose coupling + accessories   96, 107                    

Funnel   93                    

G                        

Gaiters       260 335 438            

Gaskets + accessories   106, 108                    

Gear lever + lever enlarger 30     196 252 318 425 507     675 723

Generator covers (carbon/alu.) + generator plugs       221   359 462 543        

Grab rail                 575      

H - I                        

Hand protectors + accessories         260 328       637    

Handlebar bag       245   399 490         764

Handlebar end weights       213   312, 344 450 535   654 688 740

Handlebar muffs   128                    

Handlebar riser       194   310-312 416-417     613 678 721

Handlebars       196   312 420 501-502   613 677  

Headlight conversion                   652    

Headlight grill       203                

Headstock bolt cover  + thermometer cap           344-345 452-453 528     688  

Hearing protection   120                    

Heat exchanger protectors 39       265              

Heated grips   130                    

Heel guard           337 458 549   626    
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Helmet camera   179                    

Horn + horn guard           334, 395 489 569 587 669 707 765

Hub covers + hub centre caps           351+352 458+459 532   641   745

Indicator housing, carbon               542        

Indicators + accessories   78-80   235-236 280 388-389 484 564-565 603 664 701 756-757

Inner mudguard 17       267              

Inspection kits   99                    

K - L                        

Key chain + key holder   120-121                    

Lamp surround             464          

Lifting handle           318 425         723

Lighter with LED light   125                    

Luggage strapping loops + accessories   148                    

Luggage racks + accessories   137-138                   727

M - N                        

Magnetic board   125                    

Magnetic oil filter  add-on “Filter Plus”   99                    

Magnetic oil drain plugs   97                    

Manoeuvrability aids  + lifters   42-44                    

Maps + literature  
116-118, 
154-155

                   

MediaBag + accessories     174-175                  

Mirror safety wires             446   580   685 736

Mirrors + mirror extensions 12 65-69   197 253 314 422     619   717

Mudguard / mudguard rail 17     216 273 356, 357 463 547 586 643, 644    

Mudguard extensions       203 255, 267 339, 340 445 525 580 633 683 735

MultiPod + accessories     162, 168-172                  

Navigation + accessories 29   159-179       485         167

Number plate carrier 31     223 273 353  
539+540, 

546
  646, 653    

O - P                        

Oil cooler grill           338, 358 444-445 523   624   734

Oil filter tools /protection 39 98     265              

Oil plugs + oil plug conversion kit       211 266 326-327 432-433 514-515 578-579      

Öil temperature gauges       218 266           687 748

Oils, filters + accessories   94-98                    

Paintwork protection       205   341 447 522 581 636 684 737

Panniers, cases, top boxes, carriers  + accessories 39 139-147     290-91              

Paralever torque arm         317 422 506     615, 653   724 + 742

Protection bars + accessories / crash protection 21     199-202 257-259 321-324 427-429 512 577 621-623    

R                        

RapidBike   101                    

Rear carrier bags + rear seat bags   138, 149   243-245 289 395-397 489+491 569   669 709 765

Rear lights + accessories 16, 38     236 279, 280 390-391   565 601 665 702  

Rear wheel covers + huggers       216 276 358 463 548   626, 641 692  

Rim stickers   57                    

S                        

Screens and windshields       185-189 250, 277 297-304 406-413 495-497, 542 573+574 607-611 673-674 713-716

Screen adjusters                     743

Seat heating + seat cushions   130-131                    

Seats + accessories 27 108   183 249 295 403-404          

Side covers           362   545   639    

Side stand extensions       206 264 340 446 524 577 625 681 735

Spark plugs + accessories 20 104-106                    

Starter motor  + starter motor cover   112           546        

Steel braided brake lines   64                    

Steering stop + accessories           335 443 511        

Stickers   124                    

Straps   147                    

Sun visor strips + cleaners   119, 121                    

Suspension + lowering kits   46-47, 50-52                    

T - V                        

Tail conversion + fairing         276 360-363       646, 648    

Tank bags + accessories   134-135   241-243 287-288 393-395 487-488 567-568   667-668 705-706 759-761

Tank pads + filler cap pads       204, 209 260 333-334 442-443 519, 521 581 629, 631 682, 685 732

Telelever cover sets           346, 349     590      

Throttle valve housings           337, 367 439, 465 518        

Tools  
20,28,55,58, 
64,111,114-

116, 154
                   

Top yoke + yoke conversions 13     195-196   310, 319 417, 420 500-502   612 677  

Top yoke protectors       208   332 441 519   629 683, 689 727

Tuning       230-231 284 375-380 476-479 557-561 596-599 661-662    

Tyre pressure gauge   54                    

Tyre pressure monitoring systems   57                    

Tyre repair kit + accessories   55                    

Valve adjustment bolts           378 477 560 598      

Valve caps + angle valves   53                    

Valve cover bolts 25 109       343 449 527        

Valve cover protectors 11         322-323 430-431 512-513        

Valve covers 19                      

W - Z                        

Wheel changing tools/fitting aids 28 55, 58                    

Wheel Bolts (theft-proof) 26 59   208   325 430 511 583 632 682 736

Wrist watches   132-133                    
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Wunderlich ERGO Screen

A sporty contender with wind protection to boot.

With our “high” screen you can now ride long stretches 
without tedious physical tension or unnecessary use 
of muscle power. At high speed the screen effectively 
shields the upper body from wind pressure.

The level of comfort is comparable to that on many other 
pure touring bikes.

If you don’t want to compromise the bike’s sporty 
attributes you can use the “low” screen to good effect: 
a satisfactory compromise.

The facts:

•  Touring or sports screen for good protection from wind and 
weather.

•  Sturdy construction.
•  Sporty look in smoky-grey tones.
•  ABE approved.
•  5 year warranty.

“Low”: 43 cm wide and 34.5 cm tall (16.9 x 13.6”) 
“High”: 43 cm wide and 42 cm tall (16.9 x 16.5”)

K 1200 R

Low Part No.: 8110128

High Part No.: 8110129

K 1300 R

Low Part No.: 8110200

High Part No.: 8110201

Adapter

 Adapter is needed ONLY if your motorcycle is already 
fitted with the small transparent BMW windshield.

 Part No.: 8110133

ERGO Screen raised

ERGO Screen lowered

ERGO Screen lowered

Ergonomics & Comfort
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K 1200/1300 S

K 1200/1300 R

Vario Screen

Excellent sports touring screen with additional height-
adjustable deflector and good aerodynamic properties. 
The individual adjustability makes it possible for every 
rider, regardless of size, to set his or her completely per-
sonal settings for best possible wind protection.

This is a screen which should satisfy both sports and 
touring riders, guaranteeing stress-free riding pleasure 
tuned to the individual rider. ABE approved.

The facts:

•  Touring or sports screen for good protection from wind and 
weather at all speeds.

•  Individually adjustable additional deflector.
•  Can be adjusted to suit the requirements of almost all riders 

and riding habits. The air inflow characteristics will change 
depending on the angle of inclination and the height of the 
additional deflector, and any turbulence that arises is countered 
by a calming reverse flow.

•  Highly robust, optically clean and petrol-resistant plastic.

K 1200 S Part No.: 8601400

K 1300 S Part No.: 8601406

K 1200 R Part No.: 8601402

Adapter

Adapter is needed ONLY if your motorcycle is already 
fitted with the small transparent BMW windshield.

K 1200 R Part No.: 8110133

S Sports Screen

There has never been a better sports screen for the 
K  1200  S! Slim, sporty and with proven top quality 
dynamics developed in GP racing. For all S riders who 
like to go at speed without sacrificing the comforts 
of good wind protection. The head area is noticeably 
relieved by the pronounced bubble form of the screen 
and protected from annoying turbulence. The K 1200 S 
benefits from a technical and visual enhancement.

Supplied ABE approved and installation kit. Available in 
smoky-grey tinted version.

Sport Screen

K 1200 S (smoky grey) Part No.: 8601401

K 1300 S (smoky grey) Part No.: 8601405

K 1200 S

Wunderlich ERGO-Sport K 1200 R Sport

Designing the screen for the “Sport” was not an easy 
task, but in the end we are very satisfied with the 
result. The aim was to provide much better wind pro-
tection all the way up to high riding speeds but with-
out compromising the beautiful sporty design of the  
K 1200 R-Sport. In our opinion we got it spot-on!

The facts:

•  The sports screen for optimum wind and weather protection.
•  The sporty overall look is retained.
•  Thick plastic, very sturdy construction.
•  ABE approved.
•  5 year warranty.

Available in transparent and tinted smoky grey colours.

Dimensions (w x h): 45.5 cm x 34 cm (17.9 x 13.4”).

K 1200 R + Sport

Smoky grey Part No.: 8110127

Transparent Part No.: 8110132

Sport Screen smoky grey

MOTORRAD NEWS 16/2006
“Better wind protection is almost indispensable on a motorway speedster 

like the K 1200 S. This is reliably provided by MRA in almost all cases. And 

the Vario Touring Screen, which boasts an additional deflector with seven 

different setting options that can be adapted to suit individual needs, is no 

exception…”
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Easy, stepless adjustment of angle 
and height

Wunderlich “Flow-Jet” Windshield

Strictly speaking, the original wind protection of the 
naked K  1200/1300  R is only intended to shield the 
controls.

We have developed a windshield that transforms the 
K into a self-assured road warrior as well as providing 
acceptable wind protection. The screen’s proportions 
represent the optimal synthesis of perfect design and 
an outstanding level of basic wind protection. The angle 
can be adjusted, providing even relief for the rider. 
Solid coloured ABS plastic for extreme sturdiness at all 
speeds. With an extremely robust clear plastic coating 
that enhances the depth effect and protects the colour. 
Can be individually painted.

Complete with adjustable aluminium bracket kit and set 
of bolts. Easy to fit. TÜV approved.

K 1200 R (not for R Sport)

Black Part No.: 8162305

Silver Part No.: 8162306

Carbon Look Part No.: 8162113

Dark graphite Part No.: 8162114

Sun yellow Part No.: 8162115

Green apple metallic Part No.: 8162116

Smoky grey metallic Part No.: 8162117

K 1300 R

Black Part No.: 8162319

Silver Part No.: 8162318

Silk metallic Part No.: 8162309

Light grey metallic Part No.: 8162304

Lava orange Part No.: 8162303

Dark graphite Sun yellow Green apple metallic

Black Silver  Lava orange

Centre Stands

It doesn’t matter whether you’re on an extended tour 
or at home. You can use a centre stand in practically all 
conditions, and it’s always available when you need it. 
Indispensable for maintenance and repair work.

The facts:

•  Optimal support of any load.
•  Perfect leverage for easy deployment.
•  Original fixing points used for the greatest stability.
•  Strong stop.
•  Double spring set.
•  Silver powder coating to match the frame.
•  Thick-walled steel tube.
•  ABE with fitting instructions.
•  Made in Germany.

K 1200 S*/R/R-Sport

Black Part No.: 8161622

*  Only suitable for K 1200 S with long belly pan if the belly pan is 
modified using the template supplied.

Wunderlich  
“Vario-ERGO+” Screen Deflector

The main problem with any original screen is that the 
upper edge cannot be adjusted to cater to individual 
needs, and to eliminate buffeting and turbulence.

We took the principle of screen add-ons, and signifi-
cantly improved upon it.

Recommendation: If you are happy with the height, 
width and other proportions of the original windshield 
but are bothered by turbulence, we recommend using 
this spoiler.

The facts:

•  Multiple adjustments for individual needs: Angle, height and 
distance to rider.

•  Optimum stress relief for  helmet and upper body.
•  Removes turbulence and disturbing wind jets otherwise 

present.
•  Easy to adjust.
•  Fast attachment and removal from screen.
•  Strong and secure attachment method..
•  Lightweight precision CNC-machined adjustment mechanism.
•  High quality anodised aluminium alloy.
•  Shatter-proof Lexan deflector screen.
•  ABE approved for use with original BMW screens.

All models (with original screen)

 Part No.: 8110025
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Wunderlich 
“PowerSportego” Top Yoke 

We have developed a thoroughbred, individually adjust-
able racing top yoke exclusively for the new K models. 
The yoke reveals some technical innovations that have 
never been seen in this form:

The facts:

•  Integrated brake and clutch lines connections - the original 
lines need not be replaced for longer ones or re-routed and do 
not obstruct/chafe the instruments. This eliminates the need for 
extra workshop and materials costs.

•  Quick and easy conversion: Replace the yoke, attach the con-
trols to the new handlebar, fit the original brake lines, bleed, 
and you‘re ready to go. Our tip: ABS vehicles should only be 
bled by a BMW dealer).

•  Up to 30 mm adjustment range for perfect ergonomics
•  Mount for tapered handlebars (29 mm diameter): 

Guaranteed maximum stability for further enhanced steering 
precision and an optimum absorption of forces (impacts/vibra-
tions).

•  Individually adjustable handlebar stops which can be adapted 
to all screens etc. 

•  Rubber lock stop tip prevents damage to frame.
•  Strong aluminium (AL 7075 T6), the preferred type for aero-

space applications.
•  Intricately machined on several planes.
•  Extremely warp-resistant: Before the yoke has buckled by even 

one millimetre even a tapered handlebar will have bent by 10 
centimetres!

•  TÜV approved.
•  Made in Germany.

In cooperation with our designer we have created a cap-
tivating, technically superior total construction which not 
only suits the look of the K to perfection but also makes 
complete sense from an ergonomic point of view and 
thus guarantees optimum riding enjoyment.

Complete with hydraulic lines, handlebar mounts and 
adjustable steering stop. With TÜV certificate.

Top yoke

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport Part No.: 8601350*

K 1300 S/R Part No.: 8601384*

Long Throttle Cable for K 1200/1300 R/R-Sport

K 1200 R/R-Sport Part No.: 8410120

K 1300 R Part No.: 8601329

*  We recommend this longer throttle cable for the 
K 1200/1300 R/R Sport to keep the full lock capacity.

Adjustable steering stop with 
damper

Worldwide unique: Integrated lines

Up to 30 mm adjustment range “Power Sportego” in use

Tapered Aluminium Handlebar

Not only does this handlebar look damned classy; it 
also represents the ideal combination of height, width 
and offset angle. This bar gives you a textbook riding 
posture and is perfectly integrated into the K models. 
The extremely strong but light metal handlebar does not 
distort, unlike normal aluminium handlebars, which has 
the benefit of enhanced steering precision. Coated with 
a robust anodised layer and imprinted with a tilt scale. 
TÜV approved.

For K  1200/1300  S/R/R-Sport Top Yoke  
“Power-Sportego” conversions only. 

Anodised silver Part No.: 8601351

Anodised black Part No.: 8601352

Bar weight adapter set

This set of left and right side adapters is required to 
attach an original, Wunderlich Pro Sports end weight 
set or CruiseControl set to the tapered handlebars (not 
for original bars).

 Part No.: 8166129

Imprinted tilt scalePerfectly ergonomic lines

MOTORRAD - edition 16/2006
“...The trigger for this conversion was the desire to individualise 

and the unsightly original upper fork clamp. The uncomplicated 

installation of the “Power Sportego”, the superb finish as well as 

the handling of this multi-adjustable combination was convinc-

ing, so that we spend many thousands of kilometres with it...”

Do you need help with technical questions?
If you have questions regarding the installation of our prod-

ucts or any other technical matters, please contact the official 

Wunderlich dealer you have purchased the product from. They 

will be happy to assist you and solve any problems. 
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Wunderlich CruiseControl

The inexpensive and practical alternative to electronic 
speed regulation. Relaxed long distance tours are 
now possible and don’t involve pain in the wrist. The 
user friendly adjustment mechanism (simply rotate 
the adjustment wheel forwards) makes a continuous 
and individual locking of the gas handle possible. The 
adjuster can be set so that the twist grip either slowly 
rolls back or remains at a fixed position. The speed can 
be precisely set for long riding stints. When not in use 
the CruiseControl is not noticed and the throttle returns 
to normal function. The entire adjustment mechanism is 
housed in the right handlebar end weight. By turning the 
adjustment wheel the CruiseControl applies pressure 
onto the twist grip. 

Extremely lightweight and very strong design. Made 
entirely of anodised billet aluminium. Elegant and a not 
inconsiderable advantage as far as weight is concerned. 
Includes a matching left side handlebar end weight, also 
made of anodised aluminium. Teflon-mounted adjust-
ment mechanism. Includes new attachment bolts. Easy 
to fit.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

Anodised silver aluminium with Anodised blue adjuster. 
Complete set (including left-hand end weight).

 Part No.: 8166180

Handlebar end weight left

Wunderlich ERGO Handlebar Riser

The seating position on the K bikes can be quite crowd-
ed, even an average size rider has to practically bend 
double to get into the posture demanded by the original.

We have developed this riser set to bring the original 
handlebar into a comfortable and ergonomic position. 
The set attaches to the mounting tubes of the original 
handlebars, this allows for adjustment of the risers along 
the axis of the tube. This helps the rider to fine tune the 
handle bar position to his individual preferences. 

The bars are raised by about 90 mm (~3.5”), and the 
overall width of the handlebars is increased by 20 mm 
(0.8”). This improves the comfort, but also has the ben-
efit of easier steering and better handling. 

This ergonomic set offers the winning combination of 
the original handlebar concept coupled with relatively 
straightforward installation.

Complete kit comprises solid CNC machined tube han-
dlebar mounts and new aluminium handlebar halves.

K 1200 R/R-Sport Part No.: 8601344

K 1200 S (models to 2006) Part No.: 8601349

K 1200 S (models from 2006)  Part No.: 8601354

K1300 R Part No.: 8601342

K 1300 S Part No.: 8601343

Wunderlich  
Paralever Torque Arm VARIO

Chassis tuning to a very high standard. This adjustable 
paralever torque arm allows you to change the handling 
characteristics of your bike in a very easy and simple 
manner. Depending on the setting the bike becomes a 
nimble curve bandit or alternatively a solid and stable 
highway tourer. This is done with an easy to operate 
eccentric adjustment and lasered setting scales. An 
eccentric is installed in the rear screw connection, which 
can be used to set the Paralever torque arm within an 
adjustment range of 14 mm:

-short (-7 mm): for maximum suspension flexibility  
-medium (0 mm): original length  
-long (+7 mm): for maximum tracking stability

We replace the original support and further empha-
sise the elegant final drive by the technical and formal 
elegance gained.

A technical eye-catcher with unheard of dynamic prop-
erties. Precision machined from solid material, silver 
anodised torque arm, with blue anodised adjustment 
eccentric and lasered scales.

With TÜV certificate and all required fitting parts. Made 
in Germany.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

 Part No.: 8161474 Adjustment eccentric

Practice and extreme tests
In order to guarantee safety in everyday use, we use the torque arm on our 

racing bikes. This extreme test shows the amount of suspension optimisa-

tion that has been achieved. We can use the engraved scales always to 

find the optimal setup, even in those borderline situations that can arise 

in normal road use. The suspension showed itself to be amenable and 

eminently manageable.
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Vario Footrest System

Adjustable comfort footrest systems that can be com-
bined with various footrests and a variety of variable 
plates. With radius options of 23, 30 or 50 mm, in line 
with the range of variable plates, the footrest can be 
attached near the mounting point. ABE approved.

Please note: Due to the nature of this conversion type 
the footrests are moved further out than standard. 
Depending on the chosen configuration/footrest posi-
tion this may cause vastly reduced cornering clear-
ances. Please ride accordingly!

For fitting to the bike you will require a footrest adapter, 
a Varioplate and a footrest of your choice.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport

Vario Adapters (mounts to motorcycle)

Rider (pair) Part No.: 8700125

Passenger (pair) Part No.: 8700126

Vario Plate (for adjustment of footrests)

23 mm (pair) Part No.: 8700131

30 mm (pair) Part No.: 8700132

50 mm (pair) Part No.: 8700133

Footrests “Master Grip”

black (pair) Part No.: 8700135

Silver (pair) Part No.: 8700136

Footrests “Racing-Sport” 

Black (pair) Part No.: 8700128

Silver (pair) Part No.: 8700129

Footrests “Comfort”

Silver (pair) Part No.: 8700151

*  Depending upon the vehicle there may be restrictions to the 
complete 360°use range!

Vario adapter360 degree adjustment range

Master Grip-Touring (black) Master Grip-Touring (silver)

Racing-Sport (silver)

Vario plates

Complete set with Comfort footrest

Wunderlich “SportVario” Footrest System

If feistily ridden, the K’s footrest can quickly end up 
scraping the ground - and the original cast footrests 
and mounts are visually unconvincing. Whatever you’re 
looking for – improved chassis clearance or better ergo-
nomic properties – this kit is everything you need. Made 
of the best quality billet aluminium. TÜV approved, with 
all fitting parts supplied.

The facts:

•  Optimum posture and centre of gravity.
•  Ergonomically optimised.
•  Zero-play bearings.
•  Adjustable angle.
•  Variable eccentric allows for a complete range of adjustment 

and setting.
•  Materials meet with aerospace standards.
•  Hard anodised.
•  Complete set with fitting kit.
•  TÜV tested (with certificate).
•  Made in Germany.

It’s above all in endurance events that the boost to rid-
ing enjoyment provided by these assemblies wins riders 
over. Even in marathon events there were no reports of 
cramps, fatigue or even technical problems.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport Part No.: 8161511

K 1300 S/R Part No.: 8161512

Fig. similar

Footrests “Comfort”

Depending upon the vehicle there may be restrictions to the 
complete 360°use range!
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Wunderlich ERGO Mirror Extensions

Rear view mirrors are only useful if you can see in them 
something useful (such as traffic). In many cases what 
you see is your own shoulders, especially if wearing a 
warm winter jacket. 

We fix this shortcoming and place the mirrors in the cor-
rect position.

Over the years there have been various methods to 
overcome this nuisance - ours is to move the mir-
rors outwards (K  1200/1300  R and Sport) and slightly 
forward. A simple, very effective but still nice looking 
solution! 

The precision machined extension pieces are nicely 
integrated into the design of the motorcycle and allow 
much better visibility to the rear and increased safety 
for the rider.

The facts:

•  CNC machined high quality aluminium alloy or special plastic 
material.

• Mirrors are offset outwards and/or forward.
•  Easy, simple and fast fitting of extension to motorcycle and mir-

rors.
•  Suitable for original or aftermarket mirrors.
•  Sold as a complete set for left and right side mirrors

K 1200/1300 S

Black plastic set Part No.: 8410076

K 1200/1300 R/R-Sport

Silver aluminium set Part No.: 8160446

Black aluminium set Part No.: 8160447

K 1200/1300 R/R-Sport

K 1200/1300 R/R-Sport (mirrors moved outwards and forward).

Offset outwardsHigh quality, special plastic material

Wunderlich “VarioLever”

A revolution in ergonomics, usability, safety and exclusivity: 
We have developed brake and clutch levers with adjustable 
lever length and reach that can be optimally adjusted to 
match your individual needs. Simply loosen the fixing screw 
and the lever length can be changed to suit your personal 
requirements. For the K models with the very effective Inte-
gral ABS brake it would be ideal to have better feel with less 
applied force, i.e. reduced lever length.

The “VarioLever” makes it possible to brake using only 
two or three fingers without pinching the other fingers. An 
enormous relief for both street and off-road applications. 
This also applies to the clutch lever. Of course, when the 
lever is completely extended (roughly corresponding to the 
length of the series lever) it is possible to brake with all four 
fingers again. Another innovation is the easy adjustability 
of the lever reach, which can easily be applied whilst rid-
ing – important to compensate for brake fade (e.g. at high 
load, fast mountain bends). In addition, the reach can be 
changed to bring the lever closer to the handlebar, making 
it easier to reach.

This is made possible by a large pivot mechanism that 
can easily be operated even when wearing thick gloves. 
The extraordinarily intricate construction is also extremely 
robust: Even when the lever is fully extended, forces of 
more than 60 kg/132 lb can be transmitted without diffi-
culty at the outer tip. The modular construction opens up a 
whole range of colour combination options. We’ve selected 
what we consider the most attractive colour combinations. 
Made of strong aluminium (AL 7075 T6), the preferred type 
for aerospace applications. Anodised surface finish. ABE 
approved.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport 
Brake lever

Silver/blue Part No.: 8160200

Silver/titanium Part No.: 8160205

Titanium/silver Part No.: 8160210

Titanium/blue Part No.: 8160215

Black/silver Part No.: 8161485

Black (silver adjuster) Part No.: 8160290

Clutch lever

Silver/blue Part No.: 8160220

Silver/titanium Part No.: 8160225

Titanium/silver Part No.: 8160230

Titanium/blue Part No.: 8160235

Black/silver Part No.: 8161490

Black (silver adjuster) Part No.: 8160295

K 1300 S/R 
Brake lever

Silver/blue Part No.: 8160671

Silver/titanium Part No.: 8160672

Titanium/silver Part No.: 8160673

Titanium/blue Part No.: 8160674

Black/silver Part No.: 8160675

Black (silver adjuster) Part No.: 8160676

Clutch lever

Silver/blue Part No.: 8160677

Silver/titanium Part No.: 8160678

Titanium/silver Part No.: 8160679

Titanium/blue Part No.: 8160681

Black/silver Part No.: 8160682

Black (silver adjuster) Part No.: 8160683

Stepless length adjustment

Perfect control and 
grip

Easy to adjust while 
riding

Unique design

Silver/blue Silver/titanium

Titanium/silver

Black/silver

Titanium/blue

Black

Wunderlich Online: Information, updates + downloads

Download all the latest updated catalogue sections from
www.wunderlich.de/update

General information, dealers and news: 
www.wunderlich.de/International

Fitting instructions download (in full colour): 
www.wunderlich.de/manuals
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“BASIC” Engine Protection Bars

When the K falls over it usually gets expensive. Fairing 
and engine cases can hit the ground with some force, 
quickly leading to holes in the magnesium cover. In 
the best-case scenario you will end up with unsightly 
scratches. These elaborately constructed bars form a 
natural extension to the K’s powerful frame design and 
protect both engine and fairing from damage.

The facts:

•  Perfect integration into the K concept.
•  Multiple shock absorption.
•  Uniform distribution of forces – central brace transmits the 

forces over to the opposite bar as well.
•  Strong mounting points.
•  Carefully bent round tube.
•  Available in silver or coated in black.
•  Detailed, easy-to-read instructions.
•  Made in Germany.
•  Easy to fit.

K 1200 R/R-Sport, K 1300 R

Silver Part No.: 8601357

Black Part No.: 8601356

Crash Protector

The best way of avoiding damage to your bike is by not 
crashing it. But if it does happen you should have the 
highest possible levels of protection. The original crash 
protector is out of its league because it is much too 
short. We have a solution that offers better protection as 
well as looking more elegant.

The facts:

•  Effective protection.
•  Elegant design.
•  High-quality manufacturing process.
•  Strong and elegant plastic mount.
•  Heavy duty slider made of special plastic material
•  Complete set (right and left) including fitting kit.
•  Easy and fast attachment

K 1200 R/R-Sport

Black Part No.: 8600986

K 1300 R

Black Part No.: 8600988

Protection & Safety
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GP Crash Protectors

High end solution for extreme use. The impact energy is 
dissipated efficiently and does not cause consequential 
damage.

The attachment brackets of the protectors was devel-
oped for racing, the large outer diameter of the protector 
allows it to glide along without damaging the attachment 
points.

The facts:

•  Effective protection.
•  Elegant design.
•  High-quality manufacturing process.
•  Strong and elegant aluminium mount.
•  Heavy duty slider made of special plastic material
•  Complete set (right and left) including fitting kit.
•  Easy and fast attachment

K 1200 S (models from 06/2005) 

With black bracket Part No.: 8600978

With silver bracket Part No.: 8600976

K 1300 S

With black bracket Part No.: 8600972

With silver bracket Part No.: 8600971

Spindle Protector PowerCup

These spindle crash protectors, which have proved their 
worth in the Power Cup, keep the road surface at a safe 
distance, thus permanently preventing serious damage 
to the expensive wheel suspension.

The downside of the K’s slim design is that there is 
nothing to stop the front wheel spindle and the cast 
Duo Lever forks scuffing along the tarmac in the event 
of a slide. Set (left + right) with black crash protectors. 
Easy to fit.

The facts:

•  Effective protection.
•  Heavy duty slider made of special plastic material
•  Quick and easy fitting.
•  Complete set with fitting kit.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

 Part No.: 8600968

Strong mounting points at the back 
of the slide pad

Wunderlich Carbon Fibre Clutch Cover 

The exposed clutch cover and, above all, the releasing 
device, are extremely vulnerable in a spill. This was an 
expensive and sorry insight for us in the Power Cup. 
All it takes is for the bike to fall over for ugly scratches 
to appear on the cover. As a counter-measure we have 
developed a very robust, form-fitted Race-Protect car-
bon cover with an integrated, anodised aluminium slide 
pad. Should the worst happen, the slide pad is easy to 
replace. 

To make sure the metal pad is securely attached to the 
carbon cover special attention has been given to the 
attachment method. The bolted-on slide pad can be 
simply replaced if needed

This reveals our expertise in the sports arena, which 
has been hard-earned in the Power Cup and many 
other race meetings. The slide pad, anodised in bronze 
and gold, looks classy and underscores the quality of 
the K. Outstanding functionality, design and technical 
construction.

K 1200 R/R-Sport

Clutch protector Part No.: 8601430

Replacement slide pad  Part No.: 8601434

Right crash protectorLeft crash protector
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The facts:

•  Effective protection.
•  Heavy duty slider made of special plastic material
•  Quick and easy fitting.
•  Complete set with fitting kit.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

Strong mounting points at the back 
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Wunderlich “Xtreme” Oil Cooler Grill

The oil cooler on the K 1200 is positioned in exactly the 
place required by air flow, although a consequence of 
this is that dirt converges on it from all angles. Stone 
chips, dead flies and other detritus accumulate in its fine 
ribbing. Cleaning it is very difficult and requires a lot of 
manual work. The fine-mesh stainless steel cooler pro-
tection grill provides effective protection for the cooler 
and ensures optimal long-term cooling air flow. It’s also 
an optical highlight: the black cooler surfaces disappear 
and the cooler aperture itself is emphasized to impres-
sive effect.

The facts:

•  Best protection and best appearance.
•  Blocks potential damage from reaching cooler.
•  Frame made of extreme temperature resistant ABS plastic 

(eliminating flapping etc.)
•  Anti vibration mounting points.
•  Strong high pressure bonding between mesh and frame.
•  Easy to fit.
•  Complete with fitting material (scratch protection, bracket etc.)
•  5 year warranty.

Our tip: It’s easy to remove accumulated fly squash with 
a damp cloth. Just lay the cloth against the grill for 30 
minutes to allow the moisture to permeate the dirt for 
ease of removal.

Easy to fit. Comes complete with detailed fitting instruc-
tions.

K 1200 R Part No.: 8160476

K 1200 R Sport Part No.: 8500142

K 1300 R Part No.: 8600144

K 1200 R SportK 1200 R

Wunderlich Xtreme Water Cooler Grill 

The water cooler is positioned in exactly the place 
required by air flow, although a consequence of this is 
that dirt converges on it from all angles. Stone chips, 
dead flies and other detritus accumulate in its fine rib-
bing. Cleaning it is very difficult and requires a lot of 
manual work. The fine-mesh stainless steel cooler pro-
tection grill provides effective protection for the cooler 
and ensures optimal long-term cooling air flow. It’s also 
an optical highlight: the black cooler surfaces disappear 
and the cooler aperture itself is emphasized to impres-
sive effect.

The facts:

•  Best protection and best appearance.
•  Blocks potential damage from reaching cooler.
•  Sturdy frame of anodised aluminium.
•  Anti vibration mounting points.
•  Strong high pressure bonding between mesh and frame.
•  Easy to fit.
•  Complete with fitting material (scratch protection, bracket etc.)
•  5 year warranty.

Our tip: It’s easy to remove accumulated fly squash with 
a damp cloth. Just lay the cloth against the grill for 30 
minutes to allow the moisture to permeate the dirt for 
ease of removal.

Easy to fit. Comes complete with detailed fitting instruc-
tions.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport Part No.: 8160477

K 1300 S/R Part No.: 8160474

Advanced technology connecting 
grill and frame.

Wunderlich Side Stand Enlarger

Additional insurance for your valuable K: fully loaded or 
on loose ground, a K supported on the side stand can 
easily get bogged down. A precisely machined exten-
sion plate that can quickly be bolted to the side stand 
eliminates the risk of costly repairs in the wake of a fall.

The facts:

•  Solid support for the motorcycle on all types of ground.
•  Compensates for the leaning angle of the supported motorcy-

cle.
•  Extension plate increases the foot area by more than 100%.
•  8 mm thick Dural aluminium.
•  Rustproof anodised black.
•  Corrosion protection for original stand.
•  Cut-out for original foot lined with vibration-absorbing foam 

rubber.
•  CNC machined.
•  Easy to fit.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

 Part No.: 8500045

K 1200 R

K 1300 R

K 1200 R Sport

Do you need help with technical questions?
If you have questions regarding the installation of our prod-

ucts or any other technical matters, please contact the official 

Wunderlich dealer you have purchased the product from. They 

will be happy to assist you and solve any problems. 
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Carbon Fibre Frame Covers

High-quality replacement for the original plastic covers 
and an attractive enhancement to the K. This under-
scores yet further the sportiness of the bike as well as 
boosting its overall quality. The form-fitted covers can 
simply be fitted in place of the originals without any need 
for additional fixing materials.

Extremely light and strong carbon fibre hybrid material 
with a glossy rigid plastic protective coating that pen-
etrates into the material and guarantees optimum pro-
tection. Simply swap it with the original. ABE approved.

K 1200 R

Right Part No.: 8601348

Left Part No.: 8601347

K 1300 R

Right Part No.: 8601336

Left Part No.: 8601337
K 1300 R

K 1200 R

Carbon Fibre Heel Guard

A featherlight, absolutely wear-proof and very exclusive 
complement to the easily scratched original heel pro-
tectors. Excellent worksmanship, made of high-quality 
carbon fibre and easy to install. With a glossy rigid plas-
tic protective coating that penetrates into the material 
and guarantees optimum protection. Weight: Under 10 
grams per heel protector. ABE approved.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

Heel Guard left Part No.: 8601345

Heel Guard right Part No.: 8601346

Carbon Fibre Clutch Cover

Stylish, strong and classy replacement for the rather 
dull original plastic part. The carbon-fibre clutch cover 
protector lends your K a sporty touch.

Extremely light and strong carbon fibre hybrid mate-
rial with a glossy rigid plastic protective coating that 
penetrates into the material and guarantees optimum 
protection.

Simply swap it with the original.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport Part No.: 8601410

K 1300 S/R Part No.: 8601413

Heel protector (right)Heel protector (left)

Carbon Fibre Hugger

This is a best-seller, and it’s no wonder: It provides com-
plete, unparalleled protection for the shock absorber, 
which normally takes some pretty rough treatment, the 
battery, exhaust, including header pipe, and the under-
section of the rear frame. Damp and dirt can no longer 
penetrate freely deep into the works. This is a must for 
anyone who loves his R – and riding with pillion passen-
gers - and wants to protect its systems as best he can. 
There is a smooth, sinuous transition from the intricate 
mounting to the high-quality carbon-fibre protector 
itself, giving rise to a homogeneous and sporty unit 
which tips the scales at a mere 320 grams.

Extremely light and strong carbon fibre/Kevlar hybrid 
material with a glossy rigid plastic protective coating 
that penetrates into the material and guarantees opti-
mum protection.

Quick, easy and safe fitting. ABE approved.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport Part No.: 8601365*

K 1300 S/R Part No.: 8602314

*  Not compatible with K 1200 models except those with 180-55 
and 190-50 tyres!

Carbon Polishing Paste
Professional paintwork polish from ROTWEISS for your motor-

cycle’s painted carbon parts - give your carbon add-ons a shiny 

new facelift. You can find this product in the “Accessories” 

section.
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Wunderlich  
“Xtreme” Aluminium Engine Guard

The K is an extreme fun ride that gives the rider maxi-
mum pleasure - on the Nürburgring or in the Alps. The 
fantastic handling comes from the lowered centre of 
gravity, which does come at the expense of ground 
clearance.

The very first tests showed that cooler, header pipes 
and engines are all extremely vulnerable. This extremely 
sturdy aluminium engine protector has six mounting 
points and provides perfect protection from kerb contact 
etc. for the whole underside of the engine. The amount 
of punishment it has successfully absorbed until now, 
above all protecting the header from certain destruction, 
almost beggars belief.

The world‘s most formidable naked bike doesn’t just 
benefit from optimum protection with this perforated, 
one-piece aluminium engine protector – the self-assur-
ance it derives takes it into the manly dirt-bike league. A 
must for anyone who wants to push the K even close to 
its limits. The centre stand function remains unaffected. 
Comes equipped with all necessary fittings.

“Xtreme” Aluminium Engine Guard

K 1200 R/R-Sport Part No.: 8601395

K 1300 R Part No.: 8601334

Xtreme Guard Extension

The perfect complement to the Xtreme aluminium engine 
protector for all K 1200 R models without the optional 
original centre stand. This extension closes the gap 
between the rear wheel and rerouted shock absorber. 
Yet more protection (especially for the rerouted shock) 
and a visually perfect finish that polarises the R concept 
yet further. Easy to install.

K 1200 R/R-Sport* Part No.: 8601396

K 1300 R Part No.: 8601335

K 1200 R/R-Sport only without centre stand fitted

Extension = protection for the rerouting system

Xtreme Test
We subjected the K  1200  R to a remorseless test over more than 

15,000 kilometres along endless tracks, through the Alps, up to the 

North Cape and down to Gibraltar. Even when the bikes weren’t 

fully loaded (one person, fastbag and tank bag) and road conditions 

deteriorated (bumps in the road), the result was violent contact with 

the ground, absorbed gently by the engine protector. Quite apart 

from the other damage that would have arisen, the damage caused 

by flying stones (chipped paintwork and dents in the header) and 

engine soiling was significantly reduced.

Wunderlich 
“Carbon Look” Filler Cap Cover

Elegant carbon look with a classy, 2-mm-thick 3D Plas-
cal coating.

If fitted in time, this 3-part set is ideally suited to protect-
ing the tank from scratches when you’re filling up or to 
permanently disguising existing scuffs.

Coated on the rear with strong 3M special adhesive.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport Part No.: 8160519

K 1300 S/R Part No.: 8160449

Wunderlich 3D Carbon-Style Top Yoke 
Protection Pads

Enhance the look of your bike - prevent your keys from 
scratching the top yoke. If it is not protected the fork top 
yoke quickly becomes scratched and unsightly. This is 
more than just a significant blemish – it can even reduce 
your bike’s resale value.

Our pads protect the sensitive instrument surrounds and 
top yoke and are themselves resistant to any damage. 
Give your scratched and scuffed top yoke an inexpen-
sive facelift with this pad.

Elegant 3D carbon look with a classy, 2-mm-thick 3D 
Plascal coating that serves to highlight the three-dimen-
sional look. Revolutionary technology that has until now 
been reserved for premium vehicles alone.

Structure developed specially for Wunderlich to blend in 
with our genuine carbon components. The underside of 
all pads is coated with a thin layer of 3M special adhe-
sive which provides a ferocious grip. Very easy to fit.

K 1200 S Part No.: 8160528

K 1200 R/R-Sport Part No.: 8160529

K 1300 S Part No.: 8160646

K 1300 R Part No.: 8160647

K 1300 S

K 1200 R/R-Sport (similar to K 1300 R )

Xtreme engine protection (picture shows K 1200 R in mirror image)

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport

K 1300 S/R

Thanks to J.P. Goy: The view from beneath

MOTORRAD Best Brand 2010
We are proud and delighted in our anniversary year to have 

received the particular accolade of being voted number 1 in 

the “customising” category!
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Wunderlich 
3D-Carbon-Look Instrument Surround

A new appeal for the plastic instrument housings of the 
K models. Precisely form-fitted with easy-to-fit con-
struction.

The 2 mm-thick crystal-clear plastic finish (Plascal coat-
ing) underscores the quality Carbon look. The kits are 
easy to fit as they come coated on the rear with strong 
3M special adhesive.

K 1200 S Part No.: 8160527

K 1200 R/R-Sport Part No.: 8160542

K 1300 S Part No.: 8160643

K 1300 R Part No.: 8160542

K 1200/1300 R/R-Sport

Wunderlich Instrument Surround

In the original version the instruments look a bit sad and 
out of place on a high-end BMW.

These anodised silver instrument surrounds lend the 
whole cockpit a permanent touch of class and, together 
with the optional extra of built-in anti-glare visors, pre-
vent sunlight from reflecting on the dials. Optionally 
available are elaborately crafted instrument screens to 
reduce the effects of reflection on the instrument display 
glass. Machined of quality billet aluminium, then bead 
blasted and finally anodised silver to achieve a truly 
beautiful finish.

K 1200 R/R-Sport

Without anti-glare visors Part No.: 8110175

With anti-glare visors Part No.: 8110174

K 1300 R

With anti-glare visors Part No.: 8110177

Without anti-glare visors

Tourenfahrer
“Classy, bead-blasted and Anodised silver aluminium instru-

ment surround for the black one-piece cockpit. Makes a hell of 

a lot of difference to the look as well as improving protection 

from glare.”

Wunderlich 3D “CarboRace” Tank Pad Kit

Elegant three-part carbon-look kit with elaborate 3D 
sealing for the sensitive tank cladding. The slip-proof 
knee dent gives you more direct contact with the bike, 
significantly enhancing riding enjoyment. The three-part 
set effectively protects the tank from scratches, and 
existing damage can be tastefully concealed. With an 
effective central pad that offers protection from zip-
per scratches. The clear plastic finish accentuates the 
classy 3D carbon look. The underside is coated with 
3M special adhesive, a thin layer of which provides a 
ferocious grip.

K 1200/1300 S Part No.: 1250089

K 1200/1300 R/R-Sport Part No.: 1250093 

COMFORT Tank Pad Kit 

Classic tank protection made of expanded PU material. 
The slip-proof knee dent gives you a more secure riding 
experience, significantly enhancing riding enjoyment.

With an effective central pad that offers protection from 
zipper scratches. Self-adhesive.

K 1200/1300 S Part No.: 1250094

K 1200/1300 R/R-Sport Part No.: 1250095

With anti-glare visors

K 1200 SK 1200/1300 R/R-Sport

Tank pad kit K 1200/1300 R/R-Sport

Wunderlich Frame Protection Set

Effective protection for the large areas of exposed frame 
and a visual enhancement of the bulky frame construc-
tion are both assured with these form-fitted protectors.

The protectors, made of special 3D Carbon-look plastic 
have been permanently sealed by the application of an 
elaborate clear plastic coating.

The underside is coated with 3M special adhesive, a thin 
layer of which provides a ferocious grip. Easy to install.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport +  
K 1200/1300 GT (models from 2006)

 Part No.: 1250713
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With anti-glare visors Part No.: 8110174

K 1300 R

With anti-glare visors Part No.: 8110177
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Wunderlich “Front Extenda Fender”

Dirty headers and engine cases, stone damage to the 
water cooler and unnecessary water splashing are all 
irritating, especially when it comes to the K  1200  R. 
This thermoformed ABS plastic mudguard extension, 
which exactly matches the original, puts an end to such 
problems. 

Supplied complete with fastening screws and self-adhe-
sive foam strips for a vibration-free and secure fit. Black 
ABS plastic. For the original mudguards.

K 1200/1300 R

 Part No.: 8500217

Wunderlich “Back Extenda Fender”

Mud, rain and dirt fly up onto the passenger, the luggage 
and even the rider’s back. With this height-adjustable 
extension the manufacturer’s “loophole” is closed. 

The extension can be adjusted continuously to suit your 
wishes (and the size of your number plate). The new 
design of the extension reaches further back than before 
and thus manages to catch even more of the wet stuff 
that is thrown up by the wheel.

Comes complete with a machined recess for a “Boxer” 
emblem (can be replaced by an original BMW emblem 
part number 51142308800 – not included, ask your 
dealer).

Thermoformed, lightweight and practically indestructible 
ABS plastic

K 1200/1300 S Part No.: 8110103

K 1200/1300 R/R-Sport Part No.: 8110104

Wunderlich Theft-proof Wheel Bolt

It is easier to remove the rear wheel of a BMW than any 
other vehicle. Whilst we appreciate the ease of servicing 
this brings, it has also led to disaster on two occasions: 
The first time, the whole bike disappeared, leaving just 
the rear wheel chained to a lamp-post, and the second 
time, the wheel itself was stolen.

This bolt, made of tempered chrome-molybdenum steel, 
can only be removed using a special adapter. Replacing 
just one wheel bolt will be enough to protect your bike 
against theft.

For years, special wheel nuts to make the wheels theft-
proof have been standard in cars. This standard has 
now finally been transferred to the motorcycle sector.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

Length 40mm* Part No.: 8140001

Length 43mm* Part No.: 8140002

*  Important note: These models come with two different bolt 
lengths. Please check before ordering. This can be read from 
the outside without any need to remove the wheel. 

Theft-proof with special key *  Bolt length pressed onto original 
bolt head. 
Can be read from the outside
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Wunderlich 
“MicroFlooter” Auxiliary Headlights

We have developed a wide-angle headlight to revolu-
tionise riding enjoyment. Night rides are now a pure 
pleasure and day riding is safer. Correctly adjusted, 
these additional fog lamps provide an impressive com-
plement to the low beams (even if this is not strictly legal 
in normal weather conditions).

The result is an imposing appearance without dazzling 
oncoming traffic. This headlight set (the smallest certi-
fied auxiliary light with flanking reflector) is hardly visible 
when switched off, but a revelation when switched on. It 
provides even illumination with a soft light transition and 
outstanding illumination of the roadside.

The facts:

•  Very good additional lighting provided by this flanking construc-
tion.

•  Our tests have shown that this headlamp is one of the best on 
the market.

•  Soft light transition.
•  Optimum illumination of the roadside (almost like cornering 

light).
•  Includes 55 watt H3 bulb.
•  E-certified as fog lamp*.
•  Complete with headlight set consisting of two “MicroFlooters”, 

laser-cut and weight-optimised holder set, and universal electri-
cal fitting kit.

•  Elaborately crafted, lightweight headlight housing.
•  5 year warranty.
•  Complete headlight set (left + right)
•  E-certified (no registration etc. required).

The very light yet intricately-constructed housing has a 
built-in protective visor so as not to dazzle the rider or 
cast glare to the sides.

K 1200 S Part No.: 8600594

K 1200 R Part No.: 8601431

K 1200 R Sport Part No.: 8600599

K 1300 S Part No.: 8600588

K 1300 R Part No.: 8600589

Replacement bulb H3 55W Part No.: 2099807

*  The lamps are road legal “E” approved in Germany. Please 
check the law regarding additional lights in your country.

K 1200 RK 1200 R

K 1200 S

K 1200 R SportK 1200 R Sport

Tourenfahrer 2/2007
The standard light is actually one of the best on the market, nevertheless many 

GS customers express a desire for auxiliary lights and they come in the most 

varied types and shapes. As a test, we chose one of the more reasonably priced 

version from Wunderlich. The “MicroFlooter” is fitted underneath the indicators 

with a perfectly fitting aluminium frame. 

The whole of the wiring is practically pre-assembled and only has to be routed, 

which, in view of the instruction manual that is easy to understand, should not 

be difficult even for an amateur. You can see the results straight away: the small 

MicroFlooters, which are operated by a separate switch on the handlebar, illu-

minate the road much more efficiently, especially in front, which is particularly 

agreeable when riding round bends in the dark.” 

Auxiliary Headlights

Safety

In many countries it is now legal for cars to drive with head 
lamps on during the day, so a motorcycle with its headlights 
on does not necessarily attract the attention of other drivers. 
Therefore we are switching the auxiliary lights on, especially in 
heavy traffic, cities etc., to increase our visibility and safety. This meas-
ure has quite often protected us from dangerous situations, and we 
never had any problems. 

Our life insurance

The outstanding illumination even makes riding at night a pleasure 
and our extra headlights have caused us to be noticed in time more 
than once. Particularly in countries where motorcycles are not so wide-
spread, we were noticed much earlier (especially by children).

What is the legal situation?

Every country has different laws and regulations regarding the use of 
auxiliary lights, their positioning and when they can be used. In Ger-
many the lamps sold by Wunderlich are road legal (“E” approved), but 
please check the law regarding additional lights in your country.

Our tests

We test all lamps with the use of a light meter, our testing rig and with help of 
photographs. Our testing procedure is also a stern test for the Odyssey battery, 
the only one that survives such a “marathon”.

Wunderlich LED Park Light “P-Marker”

The penetratingly bright LED position lights make the 
bike look bigger and the visibility to other road users is 
greatly enhanced, which means that motorcycles are 
spotted considerably earlier. This is a major contribution 
to safety because, ever since daytime or low beam lights 
have been allowed during the day for cars, attention to 
motorcycle riders has diminished. The “P-Marker” lights 
are attached to the Microflooter bracket in just a few 
steps and provide light in place of the original parking 
light.

Can only be used in conjunction with our “MicroFlooter” 
auxiliary lights.

For all MicroFlooters*

Single lamp Part No.: 8600516

Complete Set Part No.: 8600511*

*  The lamps are road legal (“E” approved) in Germany. Please 
check the law regarding additional lights in your country.
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“VentureShield” Paint + Tank Protection

An indestructible yet flexible adhesive film originally 
developed for the aviation industry to protect propel-
lers and rotor blades from stone damage. Anything that 
provides protection at close to the speed of sound is of 
course the first choice when it comes to maintaining the 
value of your BMW. The facts:

•  Invisible protective film to protect your paintwork from those 
annoying scratches and scuffs that reduce the value of your 
bike.

•  Absorbs most of the energy e.g. from stone impacts, which 
means that it makes sense to fit the headlamp protection 
included in the complete set at the same time.

•  Completely UV resistant
•  UV permeable(!) meaning that the protected parts of the 

paintwork will, as usual, change colour over the years. This 
outstanding feature of the material means that no differences 
in colour between protected and unprotected paintwork will 
emerge should you ever want to remove the film.

•  Almost invisible.
•  Contour-hugging fit, that blends perfectly into the overall form.
•  Extremely adhesive.
•  Yet easy to remove
•  Quick payback (in terms of maintained value) 
•  You can continue to steam clean your bike.
•  5 year warranty.
•  Easy to apply
•  Protects all particularly vulnerable parts.

With just a little skill, you can easily apply the Ven-
tureShield motorcycle set yourself. The set includes 
cleaning fluid, applicator and fitting instructions: eve-
rything you need to fit the film yourself. The films are 
available for nearly all parts of your bike that are prone 
to scratching. If properly fitted we offer a 5 year warranty 
against discolouration, wrinkling and shrinkage.

Tank set (included in the complete set)

Consists of two side and one central film.

K 1200 S (3-part) Part No.: 1250330

K 1200 R/R-Sport (3-part) Part No.: 1250338

K 1300 S Part No.: 1250331

K 1300 R Part No.: 1250333

Complete set (includes tank set)

For nearly all risk areas: Fairing, mudguards, side cov-
ers, tank, and as an optional extra there is even a protec-
tive film for the K 1200 S’s screen.

K 1200 S (16-part) Part No.: 1250335

K 1200 S (17-part) Part No.: 1250336*

K 1200 R (19-part) Part No.: 1250337

K 1200 R-Sport (19-part) Part No.: 1250339

K 1300 S Part No.: 1250334

K 1300 R Part No.: 1250321

*Includes film for screen

Universal Foil (no applicator/fluid included)

A single foil 20 x 30 cm (~7.8 x 11.8”), to be cut and/or 
used wherever else needed.

20 cm x 30 cm Part No.: 1250455

How to fit:
1.  Spray the area of paintwork and the film with the supplied mounting fluid 

until wet.
2. Place the film on the paintwork and slide it into place (frictionless).
3. Use the applicator to expel air bubbles and excess fluid.
4. Wipe dry, and you‘re ready to go.

Tested in USA
This way of maintaining value and protecting your bike has 

been proving its worth in the USA for years, which is why Ven-

tureShield practically comes as standard there.

Wunderlich 
Hand Guards “Clear-Protect”

The Power Cup saw the first attempt to develop an add-
on for naked bikes that was both aerodynamic and com-
fortable. From a modern-day perspective it is impossible 
to comprehend why this wasn‘t followed up, as the pro-
tectors set just in front of the hand offer a whole range 
of advantages that you wouldn‘t get with anything else.

The facts:

•  Significantly better aerodynamic qualities. 
•  Maximum protection from wind, cold, water and dirt.
•  Made of highly durable fracture and scratch-resistant acrylic.
•  Lightweight and unobtrusive add-on kit.
•  Quick and easy fitting.
•  Can be used with and without grip heating.
•  No TÜV requirement (no registration etc. required).
•  Can be used with all bar end weights and CruiseControl.

K 1200/1300 R

Transparent Part No.: 8600346

Smoky grey Part No.: 8600347

Smoky grey

Wunderlich Reservoir Caps

The protruding hydraulic container is not to everyone’s 
taste and is also fully exposed to every flying object that 
comes its way.

With this cap we have integrated the reservoir into the 
overall design, covered up the rather jarring, protruding 
cover and provided protection for the reservoir from 
stone chips and dirt.

Simply push-fitted onto the cover/reservoir and secured 
using an internal Velcro-type pad. Made in Germany.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

For front brake reservoir

Silver Part No.: 8500302

For clutch reservoir

Silver Part No.: 8500300
Cap fitted to front brake reservoir

Transparent
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Wunderlich 
“SpeedCover” Side Cover Set

The massive frame beams underneath the tank find a 
very sudden end towards the rear of the motorcycle 
and change into a tangle of struts – especially the area 
around the rear footrest brackets which look as if they 
were fitted as an afterthought.

We have developed the SpeedCover to blend in with 
the K both visually and technically. The powerful frame 
now harmonises with the tail, and the whole thing looks 
stronger as a result. The entire bike benefits from a uni-
formity of appearance, and the original side covers no 
longer appear just to have been stuck on.

Made of indestructible, solid silver or black (depend-
ing on frame colour) ABS plastic with an extremely 
robust clear plastic coating. There is also the option of 
a carbon-look “light” version as an exclusive highlight. A 
very elaborate painting procedure guarantees a carbon 
look indistinguishable from the real thing that further 
underscores the lightness of the K models.

The SpeedCovers can be mounted swiftly and easily 
without any further work being required. Complete set 
(right and left with all fixing materials).

New! Now available in the colour of your bike.

K 1200 S

Silver Part No.: 8110268

Black Part No.: 8110274

Carbon Look Part No.: 8110269

White Alu 3 Part No.: 8110321

Cosmic blue Part No.: 8110322

Granite grey Part No.: 8110323

Indigo blue Part No.: 8110324

Sun yellow Part No.: 8110325

K 1200 R/R-Sport*, K 1300 R**

Silver (R/R-Sport)** Part No.: 8110288

Black (R/R-Sport)** Part No.: 8110287

Carbon Look (R/R-Sport)** Part No.: 8110286

White Alu 3 (R/R-Sport) Part No.: 8110331

Dark graphite (R) Part No.: 8110332

Sun yellow (R) Part No.: 8110333

Green apple metallic (R) Part No.: 8110334

Smoky grey metallic (R) Part No.: 8110335

Cosmic blue (R Sport) Part No.: 8110336

*  The model designations in brackets indicate which models were 
painted in this colour at the point of manufacture. The side cov-
ers fit both models in any case.

** Also compatible with K 1300 R.

K 1200 S  Carbon 
Look

K 1200 S black K 1200 R 
dark graphite

K 1200 R green apple metallic

K 1200 S sun yellow K 1200 R 
dark graphite

K 1200 R/R-Sport 
silver

K 1200 R green apple 
metallic

K 1200 R Sport 
 cosmic blue

Optics & Design
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Wunderlich Aluminium Reservoir Cover

Shining example of the machining art in a vulnerable 
location. This is both “eye candy” and an extremely 
sturdy alternative to the unsightly original plastic cover.

Cover is consistent with the new Edge design, available 
in two anodised shades.

Self-securing, intricately integrated, locking thread.

The facts:

•  Significantly sturdier and distortion-free.
•  Adds quality to the reservoirs, turning them into eye-candy.
•  Made of solid CNC turned/machined aluminium.
•  Self-securing locking thread.
•  Easy to exchange.
•  Anodised titanium or silver. 

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

Front brake reservoir cover

Silver Part No.: 8601510

Titanium Part No.: 8601511

Clutch reservoir cover

Silver Part No.: 8601512

Titanium Part No.: 8601513

Rear brake reservoir cover

Silver Part No.: 8500258

Titanium Part No.: 8500259

SilverTitanium

Rear brake reservoir cover

Wunderlich Hub Cover “Tornado”

Done with the hollow, ragged wheel hub.

We provide the perfect finish for the hub design and its 
continuation in the light metal rims.

We close the hub tunnel dynamically at both ends – at 
the hub itself and the final drive – so that a closed, per-
fectly harmonious unit arises.

Using an elaborate procedure we have worked a turbine 
profile into the covers, the dynamic appearance of which 
makes the hub itself and the swingarm into absolute 
eye-candy. The covers are supplied in a refined yet 
very easy-to-fit unit that uses a clever expanding O-ring 
clamping method to mount it firmly in the hub tunnel. To 
ensure that no bolt heads spoil the appearance we also 
supply a special tool that hooks into the turbine holes, 
making it possible to fit the covers easily, securely and 
without any risk of damage.

The facts:

•  Covers both ends of the hub tunnel with a turbine design.
•  Improves appearance of hub.
•  Same temperature conditions as original.
•  Made of solid CNC turned/machined aluminium.
•  Secure expanding “O”-ring clamping method 
•  Easy to fit, includes special fitting tool and two K logos.
•  Available in anodised titanium or anodised silver to match the 

light metal rims.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

Complete set silver Part No.: 8160615

Complete set titanium Part No.: 8160617
Includes mounting tool.

Carbon Fibre Hugger

This is a best-seller, and it’s no wonder: It provides com-
plete, unparalleled protection for the shock absorber, 
which normally takes some pretty rough treatment, the 
battery, exhaust, including header pipe, and the under-
section of the rear frame. Damp and dirt can no longer 
penetrate freely deep into the works. This is a must for 
anyone who loves his K and wants to protect its systems 
as best he can. There is a smooth, sinuous transition 
from the intricate mounting to the high-quality carbon-
fibre protector itself, giving rise to a homogeneous and 
sporty unit which tips the scales at a mere 320 grams.

Extremely light and strong carbon fibre/Kevlar hybrid 
material with a glossy rigid plastic protective coating 
that penetrates into the material and guarantees opti-
mum protection.

Quick, easy and safe fitting. ABE approved.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport Part No.: 8601365*

K 1300 S/R Part No.: 8602314

*  Not compatible with K 1200 models except those with 180-55 
and 190-50 tyres!

Carbon Polishing Paste
Professional paintwork polish from ROTWEISS for your motor-

cycle’s painted carbon parts - give your carbon add-ons a shiny 

new facelift. You can find this product in the “Accessories” 

section.
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Carbon Mudguard (Front)

All dimensions of this lightweight construction mud-
guard are larger than the original, thus providing top pro-
tection. The front is raised, and it is widened at the back 
to minimise water splash. Furthermore, it enhances the 
light K design perfectly, adding a new visual highlight. 
Extremely light and strong carbon fibre hybrid mate-
rial with a glossy rigid plastic protective coating that 
penetrates into the material and guarantees optimum 
protection.

276 g (~0.6 lb) for the K 1200 S + K 1200 R-Sport 
235 g (~0.5 lb) for the K 1200 R. 

Easy to fit as it simply replaces the original. ABE 
approved.

K 1200 S + R Sport Part No.: 8601355 

K 1200 R Part No.: 8601358 

K 1300 S Part No.: 8602301

K 1300 R Part No.: 8602302
K 1200/1300 R

Carbon Fibre Belly Pan

A particularly fine, high-quality carbon component: not 
only because it looks fantastic, transforming the S into 
an exclusive one-off.

The pan, with its aerodynamically crafted lateral air 
vents, isn’t just significantly lighter than the original 
(approx. 800 g): its sealed construction also offers pro-
tects the engine block very well from soiling.

The belly pan can simply be fitted in place of the origi-
nal plastic part without any need for additional fixing 
materials. Extremely light and strong carbon fibre hybrid 
material with a glossy rigid plastic protective coating 
that penetrates into the material and guarantees opti-
mum protection. Simply swap it with the original. ABE 
approved.

K 1200 S

Without centre stand Part No.: 8601370*

With centre stand Part No.: 8601379

K 1300 S

Without centre stand Part No.: 8601338*

With centre stand Part No.: 8601339

* Not compatible with side stand enlarger (Part No.:8500045) 

Carbon Fibre Belly Pan

A powerful finish for your K and one of the most out-
standing modifications to come out of the PowerCup.

The pan, with its aerodynamically crafted lateral air 
vents, doesn’t just round off the R design to perfection: 
its sealed construction – as is common in racing bikes - 
also offers protects the engine block very well from soil-
ing. Thanks to form-fitted installation parts, the belly pan 
is quick and easy to install. Extremely light and strong 
carbon fibre hybrid material with a glossy rigid plastic 
protective coating that penetrates into the material and 
guarantees optimum protection. Simply swap it with the 
original. ABE approved. Also compatible with vehicles 
with centre stands.

K 1200 R/R-Sport Part No.: 8601398

K 1300 R Part No.: 8602304

K 1200 S

K 1300 S

No substitute for power?
Yes there is - a more favourable performance weight, the most 
intelligent way of enhancing performance, as so many suc-
cessful sports vehicle manufacturers have demonstrated. This 
is why we are so keen on reducing weight wherever we can 
– right to the smallest detail. So, to sum up, not only do you 
get significant weight reductions compared to the series-pro-
duction bike, but you also benefit from unique and extremely 
attractive extras.
Due to their world-beating quality these carbon fibre products 
have long been used in national and international motorcycle 
racing. All products are made using state-of-the-art manufac-
turing processes and are subjected to rigorous quality tests. 
The high-tensile carbon fibre material comes with a glossy rigid 
plastic protective coating that penetrates into the material and 
guarantees optimum protection.
Please note: We use pure carbon parts and, if required, high-
tensile carbon fibre/Kevlar hybrids. Exclusively handmade 
racing quality.

Wunderlich shop in Sinzig
From Monday to Saturday you will get personal service and a 

2% discount for cash payments at our shop in Sinzig. Opening 

times vary according to season in the course of the year. Please 

get in touch with us by phone or online at www.wunderlich.de.

Easy to fit as it simply replaces the original. ABE 

Part No.: 8601355 

Part No.: 8601358 

Part No.: 8602301

Part No.: 8602302
K 1200/1300 R
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Carbon Fibre Fairing

This has got to be the most radical weight optimisation 
yet (saving up to 2800 g/ (~6.2 lb), combined with an 
imposing new design for the S. The details have also 
seen many practical changes: the results are improved 
aerodynamics, yet more weight reductions and even 
sportier lines.

Extremely light and strong carbon fibre hybrid material 
with a glossy rigid plastic protective coating that pen-
etrates into the material and guarantees optimum pro-
tection. Simply swap it with the original. ABE approved.

K 1200 S

Fairing left Part No.: 8601375

Fairing right Part No.: 8601380

Lamp mask Part No.: 8601371

K 1300 S

Fairing left Part No.: 8160908

Fairing right Part No.: 8160907

Lamp mask Part No.: 8160909

Carbon Fibre Battery and Tank Cover

These protectors virtually scream to be used in place 
of the originals: Their forms are already part of the K’s 
design, meaning that the different colours used high-
light these elements to perfection. In the case of the 
K  1200  S a further enhancement is provided by the 
fact that the unattractive plastic battery cover is finally 
replaced with a perfectly styled original. Extremely light 
and strong carbon fibre hybrid material with a glossy 
rigid plastic protective coating that penetrates into the 
material and guarantees optimum protection. Simply 
swap it with the original. ABE approved.

Battery Cover

K 1200 S Part No.: 8601367 

K 1200 R/R-Sport Part No.: 8601366 

K 1300 S Part No.: 8602305

K 1300 R Part No.: 8602306

Battery Cover + Tank Cover Set

K 1200 S Part No.: 8601374

K 1300 S Part No.: 8602307

K 1200 R

K 1200 S

Carbon “FlowPod” for the K 1200 R

This is quite simply a brilliant idea: The original wind-
shield of the K  1200  R, which frankly leaves a lot to 
be desired, is integrated into a breathtakingly stylish 
carbon-fibre fairing. Not only this, but the whole ensem-
ble has astonishingly good aerodynamic properties: The 
upper body and the head are uniformly relieved, and the 
remaining wind pressure is free of turbulence.

Extremely light and strong carbon fibre/Kevlar hybrid 
material with a glossy rigid plastic protective coating 
that penetrates into the material and guarantees opti-
mum protection. Simply swap it with the original. ABE 
approved.

K 1200 R

 Part No.: 8601376

*  Does not come with the screen shown. The small original 
screen continues to be used.

Carbon fibre Mudguard “R-PowerCup”

Weighing in at a mere 176 grams (0.37 lb), this Power-
Cup mudguard has been stripped down to the absolute 
essentials. It combines effective protection with striking 
design: Replacing the unsightly plastic panel, the light-
weight PowerCup design significantly enhances the R’s 
dynamic qualities.

The facts:

•  Good splash protection.
•  Strong carbon-fibre hybrid material.
•  Protective cover made of glossy rigid plastic.
•  High-quality workmanship.
•  Easy to install.
•  Weighs only 176 g!

K 1200 R Part No.: 8601359

K 1300 R Part No.: 8602303

Headlamp mask

K 1200 S (unpainted)

K 1300 S (suggested colours)

Long-life BLUE air filters
“BLUE” air filters are long-life filters developed specially 

according to our specifications and desires, which benefit from 

extremely high levels of air flow and maximum filtration effect. 

You can find more information in the “Sound & Performance” 

section.

Bike covers
Our covers are made to take every conceivable change to the 

vehicle into account. With these prerequisites in mind we have 

commissioned one of the best-known European makers of 

protective covers to custom-make the covers for us, benefit-

ing from his expertise in the field of material. You can find this 

product in the “Accessories” section.
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Rear Seat Cowl

It only takes a few seconds to transform the K into a 
thoroughbred super-sportster. An optimised posture and 
better back support are both guaranteed as a result.

This high-quality cowl gives the K a unique super-sports 
look without any need for further conversion work. Just 
push into place on the original seat – and off you go!

The K now has a uniform appearance, and onlookers 
will notice its dynamic unity. We supply this add-on in 
indestructible, solid silver-coloured ABS plastic (only 
for K  1200/1300  S) or, for the K  1200/1300  S and 
K 1200 R/R Sport, in strong 3D-look carbon-fibre.

Both designs come with an extremely robust clear 
plastic coating that enhances yet further the depth 
effect (ABS option) or the 3D look (carbon-fibre 
option). Can of course be individually painted to suit. 
Made in Germany.

ABS plastic

K 1200/1300 S Part No.: 8601330

Carbon (ABE approved)

K 1200/1300 S Part No.: 8601333

K 1200 R/R-Sport Part No.: 8601332

K 1200 R/R-Sport 
(Carbon)

K 1200 S (Carbon) K 1200 S (view from 
above)

K 1200 S ABS plastic with additional paintwork

Do it with the Doc
Partnerships are very important to us. Fruit-
ful cooperation makes life immeasurably easier. 
Medical doctor Christoph Scholl – “Dr. Speed” as 
we call him – is however much more than just a 
partner to us.

He rode in his first race 40 years ago and has been 
a committed and dedicated racing sports doctor 
for a good 35 years. He’s well known in the scene 
wherever he goes. Dr. Christoph Scholl, or Scholli, 

as his friends call him, has done his bit to get a 
few bike racers back on their legs and back in the 
saddle. However, his job is about much more than 
just stitching wounds and putting broken bones 
back together. Scholli has been running his own 
racing training courses since 1972.

His passion for biking came with his mother’s milk. 
His mother was born in Adenau, only a stone’s 
throw from the legendary Nürburgring; he himself 
grew up in St. Wendel, which is no less influenced 
by motor-racing. There it was that Scholli had 
his first boyhood contact with motorcycles - his 
cousin rode in races and NSU Max Champion 
H.P. Müller was a friend of the family. It used to 
be customary for riders taking part in races in St. 
Wendel to be put up by locals around the town. 
“The NSU works team came in three buses at that 
time and was accommodated on the family farm. I 
also used to marvel at them,” Scholl recalls.

In 1969 the enthusiastic biker himself had the 
chance to take part in his own race on the south-
ern loop of the Nürburgring. There then followed 
junior trophies in the 125 ccm class with Yamaha, 
Maico and, later, Morbidelli. After a while he 
broke into the 350-ccm racing scene on a water-
cooled Yamaha. In his more than 30 years on the 
racetrack Scholl has owned over 40 motorcycles. 
He still has his NSU Superfox and the Morbidelli. 
“You’ve got to train for this, just like you do for 
everything else. It’s not enough just to get on the 
bike and open the throttle,” Scholl explains. True 
to his own maxim, he now regularly holds rider 
training courses in which the participants don’t 
just learn how to ride: they also get instruction 
in how to eat and drink appropriately. He gives 
talks about concentration and motivation. But the 
seriousness of the subject matter doesn’t prevent 
Scholl from bubbling with wit and charm. He has 
also been offering racing training off his own bat 
since 1972: at first on the concrete loop of the 

Nürburgring; nowadays in Calafat, Hockenhaim, 
on the Lausitzring and in Zolder. “Safety always 
comes first,” Scholl stresses. “The well-thought-
out structure of the training and the allocation of 
the participants to different performance groups 
ensure that we have a very low accident rate!”

Medical doctor Christoph Scholl has made a 
name for himself in the racing world as “Dr. 
Speed”. In 1986 his former friend Reinhold Roth 
brought him to HB Honda and the World Cham-
pionships; Stefan Prein later used his influence to 
get him to the Grand Prix of 1990 and 1991 as a 
race doctor. In his work at that time the doc was 
not afraid of using unconventional methods of 
treatment: “There was one time when I got August 
Auinger from Austria back on his bike after a spill,” 
Scholl relates. GP doctor Claudio Costa told him 
it would six months for his knee to recover – a 
forecast that completely gutted him! But when I 
took him under my wing he was back on his bike 
in seven weeks. We stashed an ice spray bottle 
under his tank. The valve was directly fitted to 
the tank. Every time Gus slid forward on the sad-
dle when braking he operated the valve and got 
a dose of ice spray directly on his knees. That 
cooled him down just fine.” Scholl still seems to 
relish his ingenious idea today.

When he‘s not on the road following his beloved 
motorcycles, Scholli is mostly to be found in Kön-
nern an der Saale. There he has a practice as GP 
and sports injury practitioner – practically enough, 
only 70 kilometres away from the Motopark at 
Oschersleben.

You can found out more about the bike-loving 
doctor and his riding training on his home 
page:

www.doc-scholl.de.

Wunderlich 
Number Plate Carrier”Legere07” 

Light, delicate and refined – a stark contrast to the bulky 
original. The new K is presented as a super-lightweight 
extreme sports model, which is why the clunky original 
holder just doesn’t fit in with the overall concept.

We have developed a carrier that lightens the tail both 
visually and technically and can easily be adjusted to 
accommodate all number plates*.

We have adopted the hole pattern of the original (Ger-
man) number plate holder in order to avoid having to drill 
new holes in the number plate itself (may differ in some 
countries due to different plate sizes)

A must for the K, as it provides that unheard-of extra 
degree of lightness, regardless of which size of number 
plate you have.

The carrier is made of laser cut and silver anodised alu-
minium. Includes a fitting kit that has been well-thought-
out for easy conversion. Can be combined with both 
original and our LED indicators. Includes number plate 
adapter to the statutory number plate angle.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport Part No.: 8161460

K 1300 S/R Part No.: 8161469

*  Note: In some countries the number plate needs to set at a 
specific angle, make sure to find out what the legal requirement 
for your country is when choosing the position.

PerformanceController
Electronic tuning for injection engines. This is a perfect opti-

misation instrument, with which you can easily set the power 

development of the K yourself. Big, fat gains in performance, 

smooth engine running and a throttle response like you‘ve never 

known before are all guaranteed. You can find more information 

in the “Sound & Performance” section.
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Carbon Fibre Tail Cover

A delightful finish to the tail that optimally integrates 
the rear light and rounds off the K’s dynamic lines to 
perfection.

It’s almost unbelievable just how little it takes to enhance 
the whole K. These side fairings are also available in a 
version without cut-outs for the grab handles and rear 
carrier, guaranteeing a perfect sports conversion and a 
particularly slim look for the tail.

Extremely light and strong carbon fibre hybrid mate-
rial with a glossy rigid plastic protective coating that 
penetrates into the material and guarantees optimum 
protection. Simply swap it with the original. Complete 
set. ABE approved.

K 1200 S

With grab rails Part No.: 8601372

Without grab rails Part No.: 8601373

K 1200 R/R-Sport

With grab rails Part No.: 8601377

Without grab rails Part No.: 8601378

K 1300 S

With grab rails Part No.: 8602309

Without grab rails Part No.: 8602310

K 1300 R

With grab rails Part No.: 8602311

Without grab rails Part No.: 8602312

Carbon Fibre Cooler Surround

Softens the most prominent plastic surface on the R: 
The cooler is highlighted as a stylistic element; however, 
we’re talking about much more than attractive packag-
ing.

This also represents a significant weight saving as 
well as adding strength to the protruding cooler body. 
This product also benefits from the exclusive use of an 
extremely light and strong carbon fibre hybrid mate-
rial with a glossy rigid plastic protective coating that 
penetrates into the material and guarantees optimum 
protection.

Simply swap it with the original. ABE approved.

K 1200 R/R-Sport

Set (left + right) Part No.: 8601364*

K 1300 R

Set (left + right) Part No.: 8602313*

* Note: Cannot be fitted together with the “Xtreme” engine guard!

Wunderlich 
Carbon Exhaust Bracket “PowerCup”

Fine, lightweight and super-strong. This exhaust bracket 
in Power Cup design gives the K that extra visual flair 
that has until now been the preserve of racing models 
only. As the whole assembly is intended to look sporty it 
was designed for use without passenger footrests.

The facts:

•  Lightweight, weighs only 40 g (0.09 lb)!
•  Racing style appearance
•  Fixes the exhaust system at a more acute angle.
•  Passenger footrests removed.
•  Suitable for original or after market silencers.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport

 Part No.: 8166282

Carbon Fibre Inner Fairing Set

Classy and extremely lightweight substitute for the S’s 
unsightly plastic inner trims. Coated with a glossy hard 
plastic protective coating that penetrates into the mate-
rial and guarantees optimal protection. Simply swap it 
with the original. ABE approved.

K 1200 S

Set (left + right) Part No.: 8601381

K 1300 S

Set (left + right) Part No.: 8602308

Carbon Polishing Paste
Professional paintwork polish from ROTWEISS for your motor-

cycle’s painted carbon parts - give your carbon add-ons a shiny 

new facelift. You can find this product in the “Accessories” 

section.
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Wunderlich 
Caranguejeira Design Bundle

Caranguejeira, a large Brazilian Tarantula spider: A 
nocturnal predator, active at twilight and night. Unlike 
many other native species, it does not rely on a web. 
The hungry Caranguejeira waits partially hidden at the 
entrance to its retreat to ambush passing prey, killing it 
by injecting venom through his fangs.

Not without reason did we give our radical K 1200 R con-
cept motorcycle this venomous name (the pronounce-
able designation of this motorcycle is K 1200 R-C). The 
motorcycle, born from within our design team headed by 
Frank Tholey, is evidently a rather venomous machine. 
The radical re-styling of the front section and the con-
sequent application of design lines for the complete 
conversion give the Carangujeira a unique, aggressive 
looking appearance. The details and technical solutions 
are a showcase for the visionary thinking and technical 
perfection of our design and development team. The 
Caranguejeira spews its true venom only on the road. 
With the modified double air intake combined with BLUE 
air filters and ZARD exhaust system the R shows just 
who really is in charge. The limits are set only by the laws 
of physics and the capabilities of the rider. 

The Caranguejeira Bundle consists of the following 
parts: Top yoke conversion, tapered aluminium handle 
bar, front conversion with 3 lamps (one Xenon high 
beam and two ellipsoid driving lights), instrument reloca-
tion kit, carbon fibre rear seat cowl and the double rear 
light “Triton2”. The bundle is available with 3 handlebar 
colour choices, and represents a better value for money 
than buying all the parts separately.

K 1200 R

With silver handlebar Part No.: 8161480

With black handlebar Part No.: 8161482

HandlebarTop yokes (8601350)

Instrument panel (8161435) Triton2 double rear light (8600995)

Carbon seat hump add-on 
(8601332) 

Headlight front (8161450) and 
ignition switch cover with LED light 
(8161440)

Carbon Fibre Air Duct Cover

High-quality replacement for the original plastic covers 
and a powerful enhancement for the K.

The form-fitted covers can simply be fitted in place 
of the originals without any need for additional fixing 
materials.

Extremely light and strong carbon fibre hybrid material 
with a glossy rigid plastic protective coating that pen-
etrates into the material and guarantees optimum pro-
tection. Simply swap it with the original. ABE approved.

K 1200 R

Right Part No.: 8601392

Left Part No.: 8601391

K 1300 R

Right Part No.: 8602315

Left Part No.: 8602316

K 1300 R right

K 1300 R left

K 1200 R leftK 1200 R right
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Wunderlich 
Lamp Conversion “Caranguejeira”

This is the Caranguejeira’s defining statement: A decep-
tively piercing gaze that saturates the darkness with 
light. Two Hella ellipsoid dipped headlights and one 
Hella Premium Edition XENON full beam headlight carve 
swathes of light out of the night.

Also compatible with the original handlebar. Not com-
patible with the original windshield. The instruments 
must be relocated to the tank (see instrument panel). 
Complete replacement for the original headlights. With-
out indicators. With XENON high-beam headlight.

K 1200 R

 Part No.: 8161450

*  The original indicators can stay, but other indicators (as seen in 
our pictures) can also be fitted with a small modification.

Wunderlich 
Instrument Relocation “Caranguejeira”

Replaces the battery cover and brings the instruments 
into the rider’s optimal field of vision. This provides 
visual relief for the front end. The reduction in weight in 
the handlebar area results in noticeable improvements 
in handling. Can also be fitted without Caranguejeira 
conversion. Includes mounting set. Made of extremely 
light yet very strong carbon.

K 1200 R

 Part No.: 8161435

Wunderlich 
Ignition Switch Cover with Park Light 

The Caranguejeira’s ignition switch cover with built-in 
parking light. This unit was developed for use with our 
top yoke. Not compatible with the original yoke.

Coated aluminium. Includes mounting set.

K 1200 R

 Part No.: 8161440

Paralever Torque Arm

A high-quality aluminium work of art that gives the K an 
exclusive air in just a few seconds.

This beautiful part replaces the cheap-looking original 
support and highlights what is otherwise a very elegant 
final drive.

The K series benefits from a whole new dimension of 
dynamism - with its stretched look it appears even 
sportier.

TÜV approved.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

 Part No.: 8161410

Wunderlich 
Number Plate Carrier”Legere07” 

Light, delicate and refined – a stark contrast to the bulky 
original. The new K is presented as a super-lightweight 
extreme sports model, which is why the clunky original 
holder just doesn’t fit in with the overall concept.

We have developed a carrier that lightens the tail both 
visually and technically and can easily be adjusted to 
accommodate all number plates*.

We have adopted the hole pattern of the original (Ger-
man) number plate holder in order to avoid having to drill 
new holes in the number plate itself (may differ in some 
countries due to different plate sizes)

A must for the K, as it provides that unheard-of extra 
degree of lightness, regardless of which size of number 
plate you have.

The carrier is made of laser cut and silver anodised alu-
minium. Includes a fitting kit that has been well-thought-
out for easy conversion. Can be combined with both 
original and our LED indicators. Includes number plate 
adapter to the statutory number plate angle.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport Part No.: 8161460

K 1300 S/R Part No.: 8161469

*  Note: In some countries the number plate needs to set at a 
specific angle, make sure to find out what the legal requirement 
for your country is when choosing the position.
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Racing Levers

It is at this exposed and vulnerable part of the bike that 
the levers’ quality really stands out in the form of their 
levers: not only do these add visual value to the bike, 
they also fit perfectly into the hand, making using them 
a pure pleasure.

The facts:

•  Normal levers start to move at high speeds due to wind pres-
sure; the racing levers have a special machined vent at the 
lever end to relieve pressure.

•  Relief-milled and as lightweight as possible.
•  Stepless adjustment derived from racing technology.
•  Built-in hinge in case of a fall.

Individually machined out of solid, strong billet alumini-
um. Easy to install.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport

Brake lever

Matt aluminium Part No.: 8161411

Black Part No.: 8161412

Clutch lever

Matt aluminium Part No.: 8161413

Black Part No.: 8161414

Wunderlich Brake Caliper Cover

The beautifully machined part not only makes that area 
of the forks look cleaner and nicer, it also adds protec-
tion to the brake caliper at the front and rear. The cov-
ers are made of high-strength billet aluminium alloy. 
Straightforward installation. Complete with all installa-
tion parts. Sold as a set of left + right hand covers for 
the front and a single cover for the rear.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

Front cover set (left + right)

Anodised silver Part No.: 8161201

High-gloss polished Part No.: 8161203

 Anodised titanium Part No.: 8161202

Rear cover (single item)

Anodised silver Part No.: 8161213

High-gloss polished Part No.: 8161218

 Anodised titanium Part No.: 8161214

Carbon Fibre Silencer End Cap 

Lightweight, elegant and, thanks to the sharp contrast 
formed with the stainless steel rear silencer, a piece of 
eye-candy. Looks good especially when taken together 
with the carbon heat shield and, if fitted, heel protector. 
40 g (Original: 320 g in weight), made of high-quality, 
heat-resistant carbon fibre (also coated with hard plas-
tic protective coating); excellent workmanship, easy to 
swap with the original. ABE approved.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport

 Part No.: 8601341

Carbon Fibre Exhaust Heat Shield

A lightweight, professionally manufactured replacement 
part that is asking to be shown off.

This carbon baffle gives the otherwise somewhat dull 
pipework running to the original silencer a welcome 
facelift. Weighing in at only 60 grams and made of 
high-quality, heat-resistant carbon (with rigid plastic 
protective coating), this is the result of top-quality work-
manship.

Simply swap it with the original.ABE approved.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport Part No.: 8601340

K 1300 S/R Part No.: 8160916

K 1300 S/R

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport

Wunderlich 
“Pro-Sports” Handlebar End Weights

Look nicer and weigh less. Significant weight saving of 
over 0.7 kg (each original weight weighs around 0.43 
kg!). Complete set (right and left) with matching mount-
ing screws.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

Anodised silver Part No.: 8160357

Anodised black Part No.: 8160358

MOTORRAD Best Brand 2010
We are proud and delighted in our anniversary year to have 

received the particular accolade of being voted number 1 in the 

“customising” category!
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Simply swap it with the original.ABE approved.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport Part No.: 8601340

K 1300 S/R Part No.: 8160916
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Final Drive Pivot Cover

Say goodbye to the unattractive plastic plug. This part 
accentuates the final drive pivot as a technical element 
with a compact aluminium plug, also incorporating it into 
the overall look. Quick and easy to fit. Anodised silver 
aluminium.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

 Part No.: 8161430
Wunderlich Aluminium Fairing Bolt Set

A shiny alternative to the original bolts with their tenden-
cy very quickly to become unsightly: high-quality ano-
dised or polished aluminium. This set includes all visible 
bolts in the fairing and mudguards, along with some that 
you may not see but which are bad news when rusty. 
Comes complete with detailed fitting instructions.

A vehicle-specific complete set for nearly all visible 
fairing bolts (including inner ones) and front mudguard 
bolts.

K 1200 S (57 bolt set)

Anodised blue Part No.: 8166105

Anodised red Part No.: 8166110

Polished Part No.: 8166100

K 1200 R (15 bolt set)

Anodised blue Part No.: 8166056

Anodised red Part No.: 8166057

Polished Part No.: 8166058

K 1200 R Sport (26 bolt set)

Anodised blue Part No.: 8166152

Anodised red Part No.: 8166149

Polished Part No.: 8166148

Wunderlich Swingarm Pivot Cover

The large hole in the swingarm pivot on the right-hand 
side really needs to be permanently and securely pro-
tected. Otherwise the aperture will over time fill up with 
dirt and the axle will invisibly begin to rust.

Our anodised aluminium cover doesn’t just seal the 
axle in a particularly elegant manner: it also offers a real 
safety boost. Easy to install.

Only compatible with original footrest assembly

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport

Anodised silver Part No.: 8160700

Wunderlich  
Tamper Proof Coolant Filler Plug

The original plastic plug cries out for a facelift. This 
theft-proof plug, available in the finest billet aluminium, 
anodised silver or blue, is worthy of inclusion on the 
hi-tech K 1200 S and provides extra security as well as 
being an additional highlight in itself. The plug can only 
be opened with a special tool, so that prying fingers are 
kept at bay.

K 1200 S (only container with screw thread)

Anodised silver Part No.: 1985060

Anodised blue  Part No.: 1985061

Theft-proof with special key

Wunderlich Final Drive Pivot Cover

We have replaced the somewhat unattractive original 
plastic cover of the final drive pivot by a turned and 
milled cover, turning the entire drive train into a homog-
enous unit.

The innovative EDGE design is the natural continua-
tion of the new form language distinguishing the new 
BMW generations. A value-enhancing and stunning eye 
catcher.

Easy to fit – simply replace and insert in place of the 
original. Anodised silver “Dural” aluminium.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

 Part No.: 8161441

PROXXON Tool
High-quality, excellent-value tool, ideally suited to motorcycle 

use. With 25 year warranty for material and manufacturing 

defects. You can find this product in the “Accessories” section.

Wunderlich Online: Information, updates + downloads

Download all the latest updated catalogue sections from
www.wunderlich.de/update

General information, dealers and news: 
www.wunderlich.de/International

Fitting instructions download (in full colour): 
www.wunderlich.de/manuals
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Remus “Hexacone”

An exceptional silencer with a good combination of 
sound, power and low weight.

Both end pieces are made of carbon fibre, and the 
silencer outer cover is available in carbon fibre or tita-
nium. Sold complete with connecting tube, catalytic 
converter and full fitting kit. ABE approved.

The facts:

•  In the part load range the assembly sounds pleasantly muted; 
at higher revs the sound gets sportier without becoming over-
whelming.

•  Strong yet balanced development of power.
•  High reduction in exhaust back pressure.
•  Weight savings of up to 5 kg. 
•  Durable construction (inside completely made of stainless 

steel).
•  Dual-system end silencer (removable silencer insert).
•  With European ABE.
•  Includes connecting pipe with catalytic converter.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport

Carbon  Part No.: 8600292

Titanium Part No.: 8600293

K 1300 S/R

Stainless steel Part No.: 8600211

Titanium Part No.: 8600212

“Hexacone” titanium

Wunderlich PowerGun II
Powered by Laser

Racing sound and PowerCup performance from a road 
legal system. It’s no coincidence that Laser was the offi-
cial partner in the Power Cup: The sound engineering is 
impressive, and this exhaust system with its increased 
volume pushed out an extra 7 bhp.

The bass rumble, spontaneous throttle response and 
pleasant, well-rounded running are also among the out-
standing advantages of the Laser technology.

The facts:

•  Absorption damper throughout the range with very little back 
pressure. 

•  Removable silencer insert
•  Up to 4000 rpm you have a muted rumble – beyond that a furi-

ous snarl that is almost without equal amongst ABE approved 
systems: well worthy of the PowerCup.

•  Across a wide RPM range gains of approx. 7 bhp extra power 
and 6 Nm torque.

•  Strong yet balanced development of power.
•  Significant weight saving of around 4 kg.
•  Durable construction made of very light stainless steel alloy 

(inside completely made of stainless steel).
•  Easy to fit.
•  ABE approved, no registration required.

Our own dyno-testing has shown that this exhaust sys-
tem has nearly the same performance as the PowerCup 
version despite being road legal (Germany/Europe).

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport

 Part No.: 8650300

Sound & Performance
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HPE Performance

This is the Ferrari of exhaust systems, made using the 
finest materials that are otherwise only found in Formula 
1. The same applies to the perfect, aggressive sound 
and the unbelievably muscular power development: In 
comparison to the original, this system boosts the K‘s 
performance across the whole RPM range by 5 to 7 bhp 
or 6 to 12 Nm. It’s above all from the medium RPM range 
that the K throws off the last of its inhibitions to roar its 
way to the max with yet greater power and even more 
spontaneity. The use of two rear silencers arranged one 
above the other in one common housing means that the 
system is extremely slim. The Inconel alloy of nickel, 
chrome and molybdenum used here is a special mix that 
is not only rust-proof and outstandingly heat-resistant - 
it is extremely resilient into the bargain. Removable DB 
killer. Slip-on rear silencer with catalytic converter. ABE 
approved.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport

Exhaust system Part No.: 8600228 

Racing DB insert Part No.: 8600268*

*Only suitable for sports use.

Wunderlich PowerInlet Kit K 1200 R

Unlike the S, the K 1200 R only has one air intake duct 
and one air filter. However, our use of a second air intake 
means that the engine can draw twice as much air, 
boosting performance by at least 5 bhp (in combination 
with a Blue filter and ZARD rear silencer approx. 10 bhp 
and 5 Nm).

Complete PowerInlet kit comprising:

•  ABS plastic insert for left side cover.
•  Flexible metal duct incl. clips.
•  ABS plastic filter housing for left side air box incl. clamps (air 

filter not included, order separately*)
•  Instructions

Note: For the regular Power Inlet kit you will need to 
order at least one BLUE filter separately (original filter 
does not fit). However, For best results (and a price 
advantage) order the Power Inlet + 2 BLUE filter set.

PowerInlet kit (without air filter)

K 1200 R Part No.: 8161455*

BLUE air filter 
(compatible with original and new intakes)

Single item Part No.: 8120015

Set: PowerInlet Kit + 2 BLUE Filters

K 1200 R Part No.: 8161456*

*Only suitable for sports use.

PowerInlet kit

Laser HotCam

The sports silencer. Close-fitting, triangular profile mini-
mises the risk of damage in a crash. Aggressive HP 
sound with very little backpressure. Very spontaneous 
throttle response and easy to open out. Starting with 
the legendary BoxerCup and the sensational PowerCup 
on the K 1200 R, Laser, our official exhaust supplier, has 
always set the tone. A roaring success and one of the 
main reasons for the popularity of this thrilling racing 
series.

Laser has further developed this technology to produce 
a sound that is simultaneously full of character and yet 
unostentatious.

The facts:

•  Deep bass sound.
•  Stronger yet smoother development of power.
•  Noticeable improvement in performance in all RPM ranges.
•  Significant weight saving of around 4 kg.
•  Durable construction (inside completely made of stainless 

steel).
•  High-quality, classy carbon-fibre exterior cladding.
•  Easy to fit.
•  With EG-ABE and complete fitting kit.

Custom sound engineering making the Twin acoustically 
unique and unmistakable.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport

Carbon  Part No.: 8600208

K 1300 S/R

Titanium Part No.: 8600576

Test!
We don’t take chances: Any exhaust system or tuning com-

ponent is first checked in our in-house Dynojet testing facility 

and then goes off for long distance testing – so you don’t buy 

a pig in a poke!

Test!
We don’t take chances: Any exhaust system or tuning com-

ponent is first checked in our in-house Dynojet testing facility 

and then goes off for long distance testing – so you don’t buy 

a pig in a poke!
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BLUE Longlife Performance Air Filters

“Blue” air filters for BMW were specially made for us by 
Green, a European manufacturer with motor sport expe-
rience and excellent production methods. The filters are 
made to a very high standard to ensure the best airflow 
and cleaning properties. They enjoy better air flow than 
many similar filter types, and the low pressure manufac-
turing process ensures that there is very little spillage 
of the black plastic into the woven cotton sheets (more 
spillage = less filtering area). The facts:

•  Deep pleats in the double-layered cotton create a 10-20% 
increase in filtration surface. This increase allows a greater vol-
ume of air to move more freely into your engine cylinders. 

•  Blue uses 2 layers of woven cotton compared to most other 
brands who use 4 layers of cotton gauze. There are 3 main 
benefits to woven cotton: it’s thinner, holds oil better, and is 
stronger. 

•  Blue filter’s rubber mouldings are almost exact around the 
edges with no wasted surface area. Using this more efficient 
process the air flow is greater than the same size filter that is 
injection moulded. 

•  Blue Longlife Performance Filters are designed to be oiled. The 
oil creates a positive (+) magnetic charge with the mesh, which 
attracts the negatively (-) charged dust particles. The dust and 
dirt builds around the mesh to form a tunnel. This allows the 
cotton to remain cleaner for maximum flow.

•  Normal servicing every 50 000 km or once a year. In very dusty 
conditions re-oiling or servicing may be needed.

•  Pleat design: The filters have pleats that are parallel to the 
width. This makes the filter more rigid and stronger and reduc-
es air leaks.

• Stainless steel mesh on both sides.
•  Custom Fitment Tabs (for square filters only). Plastic air-boxes 

can warp out of shape or even distort from the heat radiated 
from the engine. These tabs also benefit the filter by centring 
and aligning it in the air box, so the filter is evenly sealed.

• Easy to fit, just replace the original with Blue Filter
• Warning sticker for air box

K 1200 S*/R/R-Sport

Single item Part No.: 8120015

K 1300 S*/R

Single item Part No.: 8120017

*In the case of the K 1200/1300 S, two filters are needed

Wunderlich Team with a K 1200 R 
at the German Speedweek
The intention to race a fairly standard 
K  1200  R in the world championship 24 
hour race in Oschersleben was always a bit 
bold. But the Wunderlich Team, headed by 
Wolfgang Zeyen and mechanic Jürgen Klip-
fel, were confident they could qualify for the 
Saturday race.

The “K” was lightened with a few carbon fibre 
parts, riding comfort increased with an Ergo 
seat and the chassis upgraded to race spec 
with a set of WILBERS suspension units. A 
racing exhaust system gently increased the 
power output.

But the number 47 “R” hit the ground hard 
when braking for the left turn after the start/
finish straight already in the first qualifying 
session, with back-up rider Marcus Klass of 
the “Motorradfahrer” magazine on (and then 
off) it. The following repair took valuable time, 
which meant that there was little time left for 
the three competing riders to qualify. Whilst

Andreas Bildl of “Sportmagazin PS” maga-
zine and the English journalist Steve Westlake 
of “Bike” magazine qualified comfortably, 
Wolfgang Zeyen managed to virtually scrape 
in on the last qualifying lap.

In good spirits and with a set of new Conti-
nental racing tyres they began the race with 
a classic “Le Mans” style start on Saturday, 
13th of August. From the word go Wolf-
gang made up a bit of ground, but fell hard 

because of oil leaking from the Aprilia RSV 
Mille he was following. The “K” wasn’t look-
ing that happy any more, but Jürgen Klipfel 
was in “the zone” and produced an “optically 
challenged” but fully race-worthy “K” only 
half an hour later.

As expected of an editor of a motorcycle 
sport magazine, Andreas tried to make up 
lost ground, which he indeed managed to do 

in a very impressive manner. But after 16 race 
laps it was game over for the “K”. Andreas 
lost the front end, but happily escaped with-
out injury. With the last bit of strength he 
pushed the now seriously damaged looking 
motorcycle over 2 km into the pits, but a short 
inspection confirmed that the race was over 
for the BMW. In any case, it was well worth a 
try and it surely won’t be our last. Next time, 
we will finish the race as well!

A smooth surface and 
soft flexible rubber 
base ensures an air 
tight seal. 

Deep pleats 
in the double-
layered cotton 
create a 10-20% 
increase in filtra-
tion surface and 
improved air flow.

Blue Filters are produced 
using a time-consuming 
4-step production process 
which virtually eliminates 
rubber seepage into the 
cotton. Other manufactur-
ers use a mass production 
fast pressure-moulded 
injection process, but this 
process can push rubber 
onto the filtering surface 
which can restrict the air-
flow by up to 25%. 

BLUE Service

For servicing a Blue Filter use only the approved Blue 
Filter cleaner and oil to ensure the filter is not damaged, 
and the filtering effect not impaired. The specially for-
mulated cleaner bottle (500 ml) and oil can (300 ml) are 
available either as a “Service Pack” combination or as 
single components. Cleaning and oiling the filter is easy 
to perform. Instructions included.

BLUE Service Pack cleaner 500 ml and oil 300 ml

The cost-effective set. Lasts as long as your bike.

Combipack Part No.: 8120010

Individual components

Filter Cleaner (500 ml) Part No.: 8120011

Filter Oil (300 ml) Part No.: 8120012
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“ClearFlash” White Indicator Lenses

A small change with a big effect: in just a few minutes 
you can say goodbye to the big yellow lugs and hello to 
a slimmer line. The indicators are now quietly blended 
into the design, and the vehicle has a more harmonious 
appearance. For the original indicator housing.

K 1200/1300 R/R-Sport (for front and rear) 
and K 1200/1300 S (for rear)

Lens set for two indicators, complete with bulbs. A 
complete swap on the K 1200/1300 R requires two sets. 
E-certified.

Set  Part No.: 8144010

Single indicator lens Part No.: 8122029

Matching indicator bulb for the original holder 
K 1200/1300 R/R-Sport (front/rear), 
K 1200 /1300 S (rear)

Amber Part No.: 8122028

K 1200/1300 S (front) – glass socket

Amber Part No.: 2099887

For original indicators of the K 1200/1300 S (front) 

Available in two versions: With white or smoky-grey 
lenses, whereby the indicators are hardly visible when 
switched off. Lens set for two indicators, complete with 
bulbs.  “E” approved.

White lens + amber bulb set Part No.: 8600984

Smoked grey lens + amber bulb set Part No.: 8600974

Replacement amber bulb (wedge type) Part No.: 2099887

K 1200 R front/rear 
and K 1200 S rear

K 1200 S front smoky 
grey

Wunderlich “Triton2” Rear Light

Extremely sporty and extremely extravagant. We have 
developed a rear light which is the only one of its kind 
in the world and which turns the K’s tail into a crowning 
highlight of the bike as well as significantly reducing its 
weight. Even before taking off your bike just breathes 
potential and sporty capability: The red signal area of 
the original rear light, panned by critics, is replaced by a 
coherent designer part that echoes the angular elements 
of the top yoke, tank and seat.

Thanks to modern LED technology, there is no switching 
delay compared to conventional bulbs; combined with 
the increased light output (over 30 high-output LEDs) 
and better visibility – especially when braking (higher 
signal effect) – safety is greatly enhanced. Because 
the redundant design of these rear lights offers an 
additional safety aspect, we can bypass the coupling 
of Integral ABS and the brake light function (if the rear 
light stops working the bike electronics automatically 
switch off the integral function). Anyone who has tried 
to ride a BMW with Integral ABS without this power 
assistance quickly learns to appreciate this innovation. 
Thermoformed, multipart ABS housing (can be painted) 
complete with built-in LED brake / rear light combo, 
built-in LED number plate light, cable connector and 
fixing kit. Comes of course with E-approval (no registra-
tion required).

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport Part No.: 8600995

K 1300 S/R Part No.: 8600989

With red bulb

LED Indicator Adapter

Yellow-shining LED indicator adapter to fit original indi-
cators. 20 inexhaustible high-performance LEDs work 
reliably without switching delays and with optimal light 
distribution. The electronics are specially adapted for 
use with the CanBus system. In order to boost safety, 
a brake flash version has been developed: when the 
brakes are applied some of the diodes light up, making 
the bike significantly more visible to following traffic. 
Compatible with yellow and white indicator lenses.

Even though this provides a clear safety advantage it 
is unfortunately not road-legal in Germany. A complete 
swap on the R/R Sport requires two pairs. Price per set 
of two (left and right).

K 1200/1300 R/R-Sport (for front and rear) 
and K 1200/1300 S (for rear)

LED indicators (standard)  Part No.: 8601065

LED indicators (with brake light) Part No.: 8600990

Clear Rear Light / LED

Small part – astonishing effect: The rear light, unpopu-
lar with many, is less obtrusive in its clear version and 
makes for a very effective match with the optional white 
indicator lenses.

Complete either with red bulb or red LED insert (not 
visible when switched off) with the advantages of no 
switch-on delay and a considerably enhanced signal 
effect. The LED version is E-certified.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport

Complete unit with red bulb

Clear lens + red bulb set Part No.: 8601084

Replacement bulb for 8601084 Part No.: 8601082

Complete unit with LED

Clear version Part No.: 8601083

Tinted version Part No.: 8601091 

Tinted LEDs 

Bulbs
For your safety we only supply top-OEM-quality certified bulbs 

from well-known manufacturers. You’ll benefit from greatly 

enhanced lighting and long intervals between bulb changes. 

You can find this product in the “Accessories” section.

Do you need help with technical questions?
If you have questions regarding the installation of our prod-

ucts or any other technical matters, please contact the official 

Wunderlich dealer you have purchased the product from. They 

will be happy to assist you and solve any problems. 
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Wunderlich “SpeedTour” Tank Bag

Light, waterproof and precision-fitted! A development 
born of practical experience, offering different kinds of 
riding enjoyment with maximum freedom of movement.

The facts:

• 15 litre volume (expandable to 25 litres).
•  E-connect: water-tight cable outlet (in the front outside pouch) 

for electric cables such as mobile phone chargers, etc. When 
not in use, the charging cable can be stored in the outside 
pouch.

• 4 large pouches on the outside.
•  Elastic compression band that can be adjusted and tightened 

(if the bag is not completely full when it is extended). Creates a 
firm, stable unit. 

•  Very large (A4), reversable and removable map holder made of 
soft, strong PVC glass. Handy rubber zip for easy opening - 
even with gloves. Waterproof perimeter zipper (180° opening) to 
insert and remove the map easily.

• Built in pen or lamp holder and additional map compartment.
• Removable mini bag for credit cards, toll charge cards, etc.
• Hard PVC-plastic reinforced walls to keep the shape.
•  Water-tight, blue internal lining ensures you can see inside eas-

ily and nothing can get lost in the corners.
•  Quick release connectors at the front (fast removal/tilting when 

fuelling).
•  Velcro fastenings at the back so that the tank bag can be pulled 

tight.
•  Front and rear base plates can be left on the vehicle perma-

nently.
• Rear pad acts as tank protector
•  100% waterproof CORDURA material. Strong, tough and does 

not bleach. Coated on inside.
•  Soft, slip-proof base. Protects against scratches on the tank 

(sticks like cling-film).
• Ergonomic carrying handle.
•  Additional carrying system. Can be used as a rucksack or 

shoulder bag with the straps supplied.
• Light weight.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

 Part No.: 1250150

Rain Cover

Recommended if you’re carrying sensitive equipment 
and/or riding through serious rain.

 Part No.: 1250028

Please turn over!
The large map compartment is easily reversible. The rear fast 

lock makes it easy to remove the map compartment.

Securely and quickly 
attached to the bike

15-25 litres with 
perimeter compress-
ing strap

With rucksack kit

Waterproof lining 
material 

Watertight zippers Padded carry handle

180°map compart-
ment opening

Many extra pockets 
and holders

E-Connect: Water-
proof cable grommet 

Luggage & Touring
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Wunderlich Horn Guard

A small component with a calming effect. Prevents inad-
vertent sounding of the horn when turning the handle-
bar to full lock. It doesn’t matter what kind of tank bag 
you‘re using – when sharply turning the handlebar to full 
lock you frequently end up sounding the horn. , much to 
the consternation of bystanders. 

At last it’s time to put paid to this. Easy and quick to fit, 
without making it harder to reach the horn when you’re 
on the road.

The facts:

•  Prevents inadvertent sounding of the horn.
•  Sturdy construction.
•  Easy to install.

K 1200 S/R/R-Sport Part No.: 1250203

K 1300 S/R Part No.: 1250211

Wunderlich Rear Carrier Bag

A bag designed exactly to fit the contours of the K’s 
rear carrier, combining the best possible use of space 
(approx. 6 to 12 litres) with classiness of design.

The facts:

•  6 to 12 litre contents.
•  Easy to secure: Simply push the bag onto the original carrier 

and secure it at the front with the straps.
•  Extra document compartment integrated into the top.
•  Additionally reinforced inside.
•  Non-slip.
•  Perimeter reflective strip.
•  Perfectly secure fit – remove and refit in the blink of an eye.
•  Absolutely watertight. Very strong, wear-proof and not suscepti-

ble to bleaching. Teflon-coated inside.
•  Width: 30, can be reduced to 16 cm; 

Length: 22 cm; height: 16 to 25 cm.

K 1200/1300 R/R-Sport (with original carrier), 
K 1200/1300 S/R (with H&B top box carrier)

 Part No.: 1250186

Expandable to 12 
litres

Watertight zippers Blue lining material 

Wunderlich Light Tank Bag

The ideal companion on short trips. Its compact dimen-
sions allow complete freedom of movement, in town and 
on country roads.

The high-class material and robust workmanship of this 
handy on-road companion guarantee many years of 
enjoyment.

The facts:

•  Compact for complete freedom of movement
•  Close-fitting, non-slip base plate.
•  15 litre capacity.
•  Firm, easily accessible map compartment.
•  Large external pocket at rear for wallet, keys etc.
•  E-CONNECT: Doubly-protected cable grommet for audio and/

or charger cables. The devices in the tank bag are optimally 
protected and can still be charged at the same time.

•  Water- and dustproof zippers.
•  Waterproof blue lining material makes it easier to see inside the 

bag, preventing items from disappearing into stitching etc.
•  Internally reinforced with hard reinforcing insert for optimum 

stability of form.
•  Secured at front and rear with quick-release fasteners for quick 

removal/fitting or flipping over when you need to fill up.
•  Secured at the rear with Velcro-type hook-and-eye fasteners to 

allow the tank bag to be fixed tightly in position.
•  Front and rear base plates can be left on the bike.
•  Absolutely watertight special material. Strong and wear-proof.
•  Ergonomic carry handle.
•  Low weight.

K 1200/1300 S/R/R-Sport

 Part No.: 1250153

Rain Cover

Recommended if you’re carrying sensitive equipment 
and/or riding through serious rain.

 Part No.: 1250028

Waterproof cable grommet 

Waterproof lining material Watertight zippers

Large external pockets

Carry handle Securely and quickly attached to 
the bike

Supplied without penholder

Toolbag
Ingenious tool bag made out of durable, heavy-duty coated 

canvas with practical compartments and a see-through pocket. 

Can be used for tools or as a toilet bag. You can find this prod-

uct in the “Accessories” section.
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